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1 
A finite group G is of characteristic 2-type if C,(O,(M)) < O,(M) for 
each 2-local subgroup M of G. In the N-group paper, Thompson [ 181 
introduced the idea of using the weak closure of normal elementary abelian 
2subgroups of maximal 2-locals to study groups of characteristic 2-type. 
The same approach has since been used by several authors to establish a 
number of important results about finite groups. 
This paper develops a theory of weak closure for the general group of 
characteristic 2-type, and uses the theory to prove more precise results for 
two classes of groups of interest in the program to classify the finite simple 
groups: quasithin groups and groups in the Uniqueness Case. The theory is 
the basis for the proof in [4] that no finite groups satisfies the hypothesis of 
the Uniqueness Case, and that result constitutes one of the last major steps 
in the classification program. 
In addition, certain results on TI-sets are of independent interest. These 
results may be found in Sections 7 and 8. Lemmas (7.1 I), (8.5), and (8.6) 
are perhaps of most interest. Section 13 gives some indication of how such 
results can be used to study GF(2) representations. This approach is 
exploited in [5]. 
The remainder of this section serves as in introduction to the theory of 
weak closure developed in later sections. 
Let G be a group of characteristic 2-type. Denote by .,H the set of 
maximal 2-local subgroups of G, and for XC G let M(X) consist of those 
members of M containing X. Let ME A, F the set of nontrivial normal 
elementary abelian 2-subgroups of M, V E Y, and T E Syl,(M). 
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Given a nonnegative integer i and X < G, define 
wi(x) = wi(x3 v) = (ri(x9 v)), 
C,(X) = Ci(X, v) = C,( Wi(X, C)). 
The object of weak closure theory is to demonstrate that if H is a suitable 
subgroup of G with F*(H) = O,(H), S E Syl,(H), and i < j are suitable 
nonnegative integers, then certain factorizations of the form 
hold. The suitability of H will depend on the embedding of S and T,(H) in 
H, and this can often in turn be reduced to a study of the composition factor 
L of H and to the subgroups of L containing a Sylow 2-subgroup of L and 
to subgroups containing elementary abelian 2-subgroups of L. The relevant 
definitions and discussion appear in Sections 4 and 5. There concepts are 
introduced which provide a measure of a kind of suitability degree. The 
degree of a solvable group is 1. The degree of a sporadic group or group of 
Lie type of odd characteristic appears to be 1 or 2. The degree of a group L 
of Lie type over GF(2”) seems to be n if L is untwisted, n or 2n if L is 
twisted but not ‘0,(2”), and 3n if L is ‘0,(2”). 
To carry out weak closure with respect to V, one must show that the 
centralizers of large subgroups of I/ are contained in M. Hence the 
parameter 
r(M, V) = min{m(V/u): U< V, C,(U) 4 M} 
is of interest. We wish to obtain lower bounds on r(M, V). This becomes 
easier when the set % of subgroups X of A4 with M(X) = {M} is large. The 
members of P are called uniqueness subgroups. Of course always ME %. If 
G is quasithin (i.e., m,(N) < 2 for each odd prime p and each N Em 
certain minimal nonsolvable normal subgroups of M may be in P. If G is in 
the Uniqueness Case then many noncyclic p-subgroups of M are in P’. 
Evidently if C,(v) E ?/ then r(M, v) = m(V) and Y is a TI-set in G. 
Hence many results in this paper are concerned with TI-sets. Such results are 
concentrated in Section 7, 8, and 9. 
The representation of M on V as a GF(2)M-module is also of interest. In 
particular we are lead to consider groups H, faithful GF(2)H-modules U, and 
the associated parameter 
m(H, U) = min{m(u/C,(t): t is an involution in H}, if H has even order, 
= m(U), if H has odd order. 
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Weak closure with respect to V is facilitated when m(M/C,(V), V) is 
large. Mason and Cooperstein [8] and the author [5] consider pairs H, U 
with m(H, V) small, and show there are relatively few such pairs. 
V is 2-reduced when O&V/C,(V)) = 1. For example if I’= (O,(Z(T))“) 
then V is 2-reduced. It is easier to do weak closure when V is 2-reduced. On 
the other hand, it is perhaps more important that NIM(CT(V)) E 9’. If this is 
not the case, we can expect that C,,,(v> E P’, so that V is a TI-set. We are 
therefore lead to consider members of Y which are minimal subject to not 
being TI-sets. Hopefully we may assume such object exists because of the 
classification of groups with large extraspecial subgroups and related work 
of Timmesfeld [ 15-171, S. Smith [ 111, and Stroth [ 121. In any event, we 
hope to obtain the following set up: 
v, E 7”, v, < K P= v/v,, 
R = M/C,(~), ~M(CT(V)) E p, and either 
I. V,, = 1 and O,(n) = 1, or 
II. I’, # 1 is a TI-set, V= (u“‘) for each u E V - V,, (C,,,(f): C,(V)1 
is even, and X E P for many subgroups X of M with M = XC,(p). 
The arguments in case I are easiest. Theorem 11.1 says that, in case I, 
r(M, V) > m(n? V) if m(M, V) > 2. Then (16.11) establishes the necessary 
factorizations. 
Case II is more complicated. Theorem 16.2 says that in case II, r(M, V) > 
m(&?, n + m(V,) if m(&?, n > 1. However, the factorization theory is not 
so nice. If the representation of m on r is suitable, (16.22) supplies a 
satisfactory theory. Sections 17, 18, and 19, supply a theory for quasithin 
groups and for groups in the Uniqueness Case, in certain situations where 
(16.22) is not applicable. 
The results mentioned above depend upon m(li;i, q being relatively large. 
If m(i@, q is small, say m&f, 0 < 3, then the representation of li;i on P is 
highly restricted. In a situation where very precise information is available 
about the action of H on p, arguments indicated in Section 6 become 
applicable. 
In this section is listed notation used throughout the paper which may not 
be well known. Some sections also have special notation defined and used 
only in that section, and therefore not listed here. 
Let G be a group. JV = Jv^G is the set of maximal subgroups of G, A’ the 
set of maximal 2-locals. For X E G, N(X) = JP’&Y) and A(X) denotes those 
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members of JT and M containing X, respectively. For H, M < G, ker,(H) is 
the largest normal subgroup of H contained in M. Q?(G) is the set of 
elementary abelian 2-subgroups of G of maximal rank. J(G) = (a(G)). 
Z denotes the set of known simple groups. G is a Z-group if all simple 
sections of G are in x. L;(q) = L,(q) and L;(q) = U,(q). 
Let G be a group and I’ a faithful GF(2)G-module. For X< G, Irr(X, V) 
is the set of X-submodules U of V with U = [X, U] and U/C,,,(X) irreducible. 
m(G, V) = min{ V/C,(t): t is an involution in G}, if G has even order, 
= mm if G has odd order. 
ai(G, V) is the set of nontrivial elementary abelian 2-subgroups A of G with 
C,(A) = cm f or each B <A with m(A/B) < i. a(G, V) is the maximum i 
with ai(G, V) nonempty. 
Let G be a group, R a G-invariant collection of elementary abelian 2- 
subgroups of G, and TE Syl,(G). For A E Tn R, B(G, T, A) and 
gi(G, T,A) are defined in Section 4, as are gQi, jmi, gi, 5, ai, Ff, 
E(G, T, Q), and E,(G, T, Q). ‘FF(G) consists of the composition factors of 
G. 
Let G be a group, M < G. T(M) is the set of nontrivial normal 
elementary abelian 2-subgroups of M. 
r(M, V)=min{m(V/U): U< VandC,(U)kM}, 
r*(M, V)=min{m(V//lu: U< VandN,(U)$M}. 
For X < G define r&Y) = ri(X, V) to be the set of subgroups A of X 
contained in some G-conjugate U of V with m(U/A) = i. W&Y) = W,(X, V) = 
(T&X, v)). C,(X) = C,(X, V) = C,( IV&X, V)). @n = e(V) and @z = 8,*(V) 
are defined in Section 6. 
Given a prime p let d(p) be the minimum degree of a nontrivial GI;(2) Zp- 
module. 
G(2”) denotes the groups of Lie type defined over GF(2”) but distinct from 
n; (2”). 
3 
(3.1) Let G = S,, n > 4, L = F*(G), L <H < G, TE Syl,(G), A the set 
of transpositions in T, and X= N,(A) < K < H. Represent G on 
R = {l,..., n}. Then one of the following hold: 
(1) K=H. 
(2) K=X. 
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(3) n is odd and K = H, is the stabilizer in H of the point a in Rfixed 
by A. 
(4) Hz-A, and KzL,(2). 
(5) HzA, or A, and KzEE,L,(2). 
ProojI As the proof is by induction on n we observe that the result holds 
for n < 4 by inspection. 
Suppose n is even. Then X, and hence also K, is transitive on R, while by 
induction on n, for a E R and t = (a, p) E A, K, is H,, X,, or H,,,, or 
HrA, and K,gL,(2), or HEA,, and K,z E,L,(2). In the first and 
second case /K / = 1 H( or 1x1, so K = H or X, respectively. In the third case 
C,(t) = (Ha,, 3 Cx(t)) ( K and C,(t) is maximal in H, so H = K. In the 
fourth case HZ L,(2) and K contains a Sylow 2-group of H so K is a 
parabolic. Now as L,(2) E K,, K 2 E,L,(2). Finally, in the fifth case there 
is x E X with cycle (a, p) and (x, K,) z S,, impossible as K, = K,,, . 
So take n odd. Again by induction on II, K, = H, or X, or H g A, and 
K, z E,L.,(2). In particular if K <H, we are done, so assume otherwise. 
Then K is transitive on 52, so if Ka = H, we are done, and we assume 
otherwise. 
Let r be the set of 4-subgroups of H moving exactly 4 points of Q. For 
U E 0 let M(U) be the points moved by U. Then for U, V E r, 
A=(U, V)=E,,, A,, S,, or A, for IM(U)nM(v)/ = 0, 1, 2, or 3, respec- 
tively (e.g., [3]). In particular, if U, V are in K, then A s E,, or S,. Now let 
VE KnP, V$K,. If n = 7, IKnLj = I&(2)1, so Kf7L g&(2) and as 
K n L is maximal in G, H = L. So n > 9 and hence there is U E K, n r 
withIM(U)nM(V)I=l.ThusA=(U,V)rA,.ButAfixesapointPofn, 
so A < K,, a contradiction. 
(3.2) Let a be an involution acting on group X, Y = O,(X), X/Y 
nilpotent, and C,,,(a) = C,(a)Y/Y. Then a acts on a Hall 2’-subgroup of X. 
ProojI Let U be a Hall 2’-subgroup of C,(a) and U < V < X, V maximal 
subject & being a-invariant of odd order. If V is not a Hall group of X then 
V is not Hall in N,(V). As U < V, a inverts an element x of odd order in 
N,(V) - V and as V < (V, x), the maximality of V is contradicted. 
(3.3) Let F*(G) = L g A,, n > 4, V an indecomposable GF(2)G-module, 
Z = C,(G), and V/Z the natural module for L. Represent G on R = {l,..., n) 
and assume A E a,G, V). Then 
(1) n is even either 
(i) Z = 0 and A is regular on R, or 
(ii) all orbits of A on Q are of length 2. 
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(2) If A is of order 4 then n = 6 and A is conjugate to 
C&2)(3,4), (3,4)(5,6)). 
(3) a(G, v> < 2. 
ProoJ We may regard V as the set of all even subsets of L!, modulo the 
relation X equivalent to R -X if n is even and Z = 0, with X + Y the 
symmetric difference of X and Y. Let i E R - Fix(A) and B a hyperplane of 
A containing the stabilizer Ai of i in A. If i & Fix(B) then 
X = f E C,(B) = C,(A) so Z=O, R=XUXa for aEA-B, and A is 
regular on a. Therefore we may assume i E Fix(B) and 1 j” ] < 2 for each 
j E a. Now if k E Fix(A) then {i, k} E C,(B) = C,(A), a contradiction. So n 
is even and all orbits of A are of length 2. 
If A E QI,(G, V) then B E CPI,(G, v). But B is not regular on 0, nor are all 
orbits of B of length 2. Thus (3) holds. 
Finally assume A is of order 4. Then as n > 4, A is not regular on L!, so 
all orbits of A are of length 2. For a E A let d(a) be the nontrivial orbits of 
a. Pick i E R and (a) = Ai. If j E Fix(a) - iA then {i, j} E C,(a) = C,(A), a 
contradiction. So ]Fix(b)] < 2 for all b E A#. Let c E A - (a). Then R = 
d(a) Ud(c), while as 1 Fix(b)] < 2 for each b E A#, (n - 4)/2 < 
(d(a)nd(c)( < 1. Therefore n = 6 and A is conjugate to ((1,2)(3,4), 
(3,4)(5,6)). 
(3.4) Let p be an odd prime, P a p-group. Then 
(1) IfP=Q,(P),p>3,andm(P)=2,thenP~p’+20rEp2. 
(2) If m(P) < 3, then m(P/@(P)) < 6. 
(3) If Q,(P) = P, m(P/@(P)) > 4, p = 3, and a an automorphism of P 
of order 5, then m(P) > 4. 
ProoJ Assume (1) is false, let Zp rZ <Z(P), Z<Xz Ep2, X g P. 
Thenthereisyoforderpinp-Xand Y=(y,X)gpp’+‘. Y#Psothereis 
u of order p in Np(Y) - Y. Now U = (Y, u) has class at most 3 < p, so U 
has exponent p. However, ( U : C,(X)] =p so m(C,(X)) = 3, a contradiction. 
Part (2) is Satz 12.3 in Huppert [lo]. Assume the hypothesis of (3) with 
m(P) < 4, let C be a critical subgroup of P and D = n,(C). As m(P) < 3, 
D = [D, a] = 31+47 so as P = fll(P) and m(P/@(P)) > 4, there is x of order 3 
in P - D. Now [P, D] < Z(D), so ID : C,(x)] < 3 and 4 < m(C,(x)(x)). 
4 
In this section G is a finite group, D a G-invariant collection of elementary 
abelian 2-subgroups, and T E Syl,(G). 
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For A E T f7 0 let B(G, T, A) be the set of subgroups K of G with 
T, = C,(AO,(G)/O,(G)) < T n K E Syl,(K), A 4 O,(K), and either 
(4.1) K = O,,,,,(K) for some odd prime p, F(K/O,(K)) = 
M WW,W)I~ and IA :A n O,(K)1 = 2, or 
(4.2) O,(K) is 2-closed, K = O,,,,,(K), O*(K) = Km, and E(K/O,(K)) 
is the product of the conjugates of a component L of K/O,(K) under TA and 
either 
(1) L = [L,A], or 
(2) IA : N,(L)\ = 2 and N,(L) = A n O,(K). 
For X < G let W(X, 0) = W(X) = (Xn Q) and gy(X) the set of 
composition factors of X. Let Bi(G, T,A) consist of those K in B(G, T,A) 
with m(A/A n O,(K)) < i. Define 
E(G, T) = E(G, T, a) = (8(G, T, A): A E Tn Q), 
E,(G, T) = E,(G, T, Q) = (&(G, T, A): A E Tn 0). 
Let BQi consists of those pairs (G f-4 such that 
G = (Ei(G, T a>, NG( w( T, fJ>>), w  h ere T E Syl,(G). Let flfii consists of 
those pairs with G = E,(G, T, J2)T. Let g);, 4 consist of those groups G such 
that (G, Jz) is in &T’R,, TOi, for each G-invariant collection R of nontrivial 
elementary abelian subgroups, respectively. G is in &‘f, flf if G/O,(G) is in 
6, 6, respectively. 
(4.3) Assume Gi, i = 1,2, are subgroups of G such that for each chief 
section X/Y of G, X = Y(G, nX)(G, nx). Then G = G, G,. 
Proof. Choose Y maximal subject to Y 4 G and Y = (Yn G,)(Yn G2). 
Let X/Y be minimal normal subgroup of G/Y. By hypothesis, X = 
Y(G, n X)(G, n X) = (G, n X) Y(G, n X) = (G, nX)(G, n X) from the 
factorization for Y. 
(4.4) Let X/Y be a chief section of G, and let K be minimal subject to 
T < K and X < KY. Then K n Y is 2-closed, (K n Y)/O,(K n Y) is 
nilpotent, and either 
(1) X/Y is a p-group and K = 02,p,2(K), or 
(2) x/y= Jw/Y), O,(K) = O,(K)(K n Y) is 2-closed, K = 
0 m,E,2(K)y and X/Y~O,,AWO,W). 
Proof. X<KY, so X=XnKY=(XnK)Y and (XnK)/(YnK)r 
X/Y. Also T<T(XnK)<K so K=T(XnK). Set Z/(YnK)= 
O,(K/YnK). K=ZN,(TnZ) with T<N,(TnZ), so TnZ=O,(K). 
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Let r be a prime, R E Syl,(Z). K = ZN,(R(TnZ)) and N,(R(Tn Z)) 
contains a conjugate of T, which may take to be T, so R(Tn Z)) contains a 
conjugate of T, which we may take to be T, so R(Tn Z) L! K and Z/O,(K) 
is nilpotent. 
Suppose X/Y is a p-group. Then K = (Xn K)T is solvable, so T permutes 
with a Sylow p-subgroup P of K. Now K = (Y n K) PT, so K = PT and (1) 
holds. So let X/Y = E(X/Y). Then evidently (2) holds. 
(4.5) Assume Aut,(L) Inn(L) E J for each L E gfl(G) where 
Aut,(L) Inn(L) is regarded as a subgroup of Aut(L). Then 
(1) If7=8 then GE&. 
(2) lf3’ = ST then G = E,(G, T) iVo( W( T)) and each chieffactor of G 
is covered by E,(G, T) or N,(W(T)). 
Proof: Assume not. Let W= W(T), G, = (E,(G, T), No(W)) = G, if 
7 = 8, and G, = E,(G, T)T and G, =NG(IV) if 5’ =jr. By (4.3) it suffices 
to show X= (Gj nX,)Y for each chief section X/Y of G and j = 1 or 2. So 
by induction on the order of G, there is a chief section X/Y of G with G = K 
whenever T < K and X < KY. Thus G is described in (4.4), and in particular 
G = XT and X/Y is the direct product of subgroups isomorphic to some 
L E @I. If L has order 2 then X = Y(T n X) and we are done, so 
JLI > 2. 
Next X = [X, W] N,(W) Y, so as G = XT and X/Y is a chief section of G, 
X = [X, W]Y or N,( W’)Y. As N( IV) < G, it is the former. Hence 
X/Y=(X,/Y:A E Tnl2>, where X,/Y= [X/Y, A]. So X, # (G, n X,)Y 
for some A E T n 8. Notice X, q4G, so T n X, E Syl,(X,). Also T, acts 
on X,., , and gi(X, T,, T,, A) c G(G, T, A). 
Suppose L has prime order p. Then it suffices to take X = X, , G = XT,, 
and show G = (q(G, T, A)). But X = (X(B): 1 A : B ) = 2), where 
x(B) = [X/Y n C(B), A] with X(B) 1 G, so as X/Y is a chief factor, 
X=X(B). Hence G E gi(G, T, A) by (4.4), finishing this case. 
So L is nonabelian simple. Let J/Y be a component of X/Y, I’= ZVA(.Z), 
A = V x Z, S = NT(J). Pick C ,< Z and define rc: J/Y -+ C,,,(C)by 
x7r= n xc. 
CEC 
Then 7c is an isomorphism of J/Y and (.Z/Y)n = Z/Y. Notice N = (ITA) is r,- 
invariant and T n N E Syl,(N). 
Let Z be the set of subgroups A n S, as A varies over T (7 0. By 
hypothesis, 
JS = (Ei(JS, S, r), NJs( W(S, r))) if 7 =8, 
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while 
JS = Ei(JS, S, I’) or W(S, r) a JS if 3=.F. 
Let W, = W(S, r), J,, = NJ( W,). If W < S then for A E T n n and 
P E &(JS, S, A), (P, T,) E gi(G, T, A), so the lemma holds. Hence we may 
take A 4 S, and pick C to be a hyperplane of 2. If [V, J] < Y, then with 
(4.4), NT, E &(G, T, A) and G = (N, T) < G,. Thus we may take 
[K J] 4 Y. 
Next if P E q.(JS, S, V’) and Q/Y = Pz then QTA E q(G, T, A) and 
P<(T,Qu><G,. Therefore E,(JS, S, r) < G,, so if 3’ =Sr then 
G = (J, T) < G, . Thus we may take 3 = 8’ and assume J,, 4 G, . Let X,/Y,, 
be a chief section of J,, not covered by G, and K minimal subject to 
S < K < J,S and X0 < KY,. Set H = (K, T), H* = H/O,(H). Then O*(H*) 
is the direct product of the conjugates of O’(K*) and A* permutes these 
factors semiregularly for each A E T n n. If X,/Y, is a p-group then H is 
solvable and by induction H E gi, so H < G, , a contradiction. Thus 
X,/Y,, = E(X,/Y,). Set 1,/Y,, = (X,/Y,,) n, and N,, = (I?), where 
(XYO) 710 = (4 y, 
and 
Then No TA E gl(G, T, A) and H < (No, T) < G, , completing the proof. 
(4.4) Let A be a collection of subgroups of G containing T and 
generating G, such that (H, H n Ll) E Eli for each HE A. Then 
(G, J2) E 8’fli. 
Proof &(H, T, A) c q(G, T, A) for each A E T n 52. 
(4.7) Assume G = E,(G, T, AG)T, V is a GF(2)Gmodule, and 
A E flj+,(G, V). Then [C,(T), G] = 0. 
Proof: Let H = C&C,(T)) # G. Then as G = E,(G, T, AG)T we may 
assume K E q.(G, T, A) with K 4 H. Let U= (C,(T)K) and B = A n O,(K). 
Then U < C,(B) = C,(A), since m(A/B) < j. So O*(K) = [O*(K), A] < 
C,(U) < H, a contradiction. 
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5 
In this section G is a finite group, M a proper subgroup of G with ) G : Ml 
odd, and A an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of M. Define a(G, M, A) to be 
the set of subgroups D of G with A <D 4 M, 1 D: D n MI odd, and 
b%(A)I = 1. 
(5.1) If IN(A)) > 1 then there exists g E G with Ag < M and 
G= (NEJF(A~):IN:N~MI is odd). 
Proof: Let M < M,, E Jzr. If the results holds for M,, then we may 
assume NE X(A) - {M,,} with IN: Nn M,I odd. Then there is g E M,, with 
INg: Ng n MI odd, so G = (Ng, M,,) and the lemma holds. 
So without loss, M E J’Y As X(A) # {M) there is N E J’-(A) - {M} and 
we choose N so that S E Syl,(MnN) is maximal. We may assume S is not 
Sylow in M, since then as I G : MI is odd, S is also Sylow in N. Thus S is not 
in NM(S), so by maximality of S, S g G. M/S and N/S are distinct 
maximal subgroups of G/S containing AS/S = 1, so passing to G/S we may 
take A = S = 1. Hence by maximality of S, J’(X) = {M} for each nontrivial 
2-subgroup X of M. As S is not Sylow in G, G has even order. Thus M is 
strongly embedded in G. Let Z, zX< M. If K = (x”) < M then 
G = KN,(R) < M for R E Syl,(K). Thus we may choose g E G with Xg 4 M. 
Then as J’(X) = {M}, G = (X, Xg) is dihedral, so G =X0(G) and 
O(G) E&A) with IO(G): O(G) nMI odd. 
(5.2) G=@(G,M,B):BEAGnM). 
Proof. Assume not. Then G e C@(G, M, A), so by (5.1) we may assume 
G = (NEX(A): (N: Nf’JMj is odd). 
By induction on the order of G, 
N=(g(N,NnM,B):BEANnM) 
for each N E K(A), so as g(N, N n M, B) c @(G, M, B), the lemma holds. 
(5.3) Let H(A) = {M} and A < O,(G) = Q. Then Q = (A’) und G/Q is 
cyclic of prime power order. 
Proof: Let P = (AG) and G = G/P. Then x = 1 and J’(z) = {M}, so I@ 
is the unique maximal subgroup of G. Hence G is a cyclic p-group. As 
IG:MIisoddandM#G,p#2,soQ=P. 
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(5.4) Let J(A) = {M}, A 4 O,(G), Y = ker,(G), and d a minimal 
normal subgroup of G/Y = G. Then 
(1) G=XA. 
(2) G=KforeachK<GwithA<KandX<KY. 
(3) Y is 2-closed and Y/O,(Y) is nilpotent. 
(4) &i) = {Kf}. 
ProoJ Assertions (1) and (2) are evident. Assertion (3) follows from (2) 
and (4.4). As K < M and A 4 O,(G), (3) implies (4). 
(5.5) Let J%‘(A) = (M), A 4 O,(G), and ker,(G) = 1. Then one of the 
following hold: 
(1) JA)=2andGgDD,,,poddprime 
(2) F*(G) = L is simple and G = LA. 
Proof: By (4.5), G E 6P(G, T, A) for some T E Syl,(M). By (5.4) and the 
definition of 8(G, T, A), G = XA and one of the following holds: 
(i) A is of order 2 and X = [X, A] is an elementary abelian p-group. 
(ii) A = (a) is of order 2 and X = LLa for simple component L # La 
of G. 
(iii) F*(G) = L is simple. 
In (i), (1) holds. In (iii), (2) holds. Assume (ii) holds and let p be an odd 
prime and P E Syl,(L) with P 4 M. Then APP” 4it4, so G = APP” is 
solvable, a contradiction. 
(5.6) Assume F*(G) = L z A,, n > 4, TE Syl,(G), and IN( = 1. 
Then either 
(1) n= 2m + 1, or 
(2) n = 6 and LTg S,. 
Proof. Let {M} =J’“(T). Without loss, G < HZ S,. Represent H on 
n = {l,..., n}, let T < S E Syl,(H), and A the set of transpositions in S. Then 
X = N,(d) GM. Next let Ri, 1 < i < k, be the orbits of S on R with 
IJ?iJ=ni > tZi+l* Then NG(Di) Q M, if n # n,. On the other hand, if n = n, 
then S acts on a partition {r,, J’,} of R with lril = n/2, so 
NG( {r,, r,}) Q M. Now appeal to (3.1) to complete the proof. 
(5.7) Assume F*(G) = L 2 A,, n > 4, and I&‘“(A)1 = 1. Then G sz A, and 
A E Syl,(G). 
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Proof: By (5.5), G = AL. Suppose G $ S,. Then n = 6 and 
G z PGL,(9). Now a Sylow 2-group of G is maximal in G whereas C,(a) is 
not a 2-group for a E A -L, a contradiction. So G < S, and we represent G 
on a = { l,..., n}. By (5.6), n = 2” + 1 and M is the stabilizer of a point a in 
R. Let r be a nontrivial orbit of A on Q. Then A < N&P), so r= Q - {a} 
and A is regular on r. But now A <K z L,(2m) acting 2-transitively on SJ, 
so K = G and n = 5. 
(5.8) Assume F*(G)=L EX and IX(A)1 = 1. Then Gr L,(2”) or 
Sz(2”). 
Proof: Assume otherwise. By (5.7), L is not an alternating group. By 
Theorem 9 in [6], L is not of Lie type and odd characteristic. If L is 
sporadic then by inspection of the 2-locals of G containing a Sylow 2-group 
T of G, IJv(T)I > 1. So L is of Lie type and even characteristic. Let Q be the 
set of proper parabolics of L invariant under T. Then R = {B}, B a Bore1 
group of L, so L is of rank 1, or L E L,(q) or Sp,(q) and some a in A acts 
nontrivially on the Dynkin diagram of L. In the latter case C,(a) is not 
contained in B, a contradiction. In the former we may take L z U,(q). Now 
A acts on K <L with K z L,(q), a contradiction. 
(5.9) Let G be a X-group, M(A) = {M}, and K = ker,(G). Then either 
(1) G/KrD,, and(A:AnKJ=2, or 
(2) G/K E L,(2”) or Sz(2”) and IA: A fl Kl > 2. 
(3) A < Q,(G). 
Proof. See (5.5) and (5.8). 
(5.10) Let G be a X-group and Q a G-invariant set of elementary 
abelian 2subgroups, T E Syl,(G), W = W(T, a), and Na(W) GM. Then 
there exists A E Tn 0 and H < G with ker,(G) < ker,(H) = K, A 4 K, and 
J’XAW) = t P n HYKI- 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counter example. Suppose J= ker,(G) # 1 
and set G* =G/J. As W is weakly closed in NW, 
NG*(W) = NG( IV)* GM*, so by minimality of G there is H* < G* and 
AETnQ with A* Z&K* = ker,.(H*) and &‘&.(AK*/K*) = 
{(M* n H*)/K*). Then H satisfies the conclusion of the lemma, 
contradicting the choice of G as a counter example. So J = 1. 
Let U = W(U, a) be maximal subject to U < W and N,(U) 4 M, taking 
zJ=l if necessary. As No(w) GM, Uf w, and hence 
V= W(N,(U), Sz) # U. So by maximality of U, NJ I’) < M and in 
particular /N(U) : N,(U)\ is odd. If G # N(U) then as the triple 
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(N(U), V, N,(U)) satisfies the hypothesis of (G, W, Q), by minimality of G 
the subgroup H exists in N(U). As ker,(G) = 1 < H, the lemma holds. So 
U a G, and hence as ker,(G) = 1, U = 1. Therefore NG(Z) <M for each 
l#Z=(ZnQ),< w. 
By (5.2) we may choose 1 #A E TnS2 and HE g(G, M,A) with 
H 4 M. Without loss, Tn H = S E Syl,(H). Set Z = W(S, 52) so that 
NG(Z) <M by the last paragraph, and as in that paragraph, G = H by 
minimality of G. O,(G) < ker,(G) = 1, so A 4 O,(G). Hence by (5.9), 
.&‘(A) = (N(W)}. Thus M = N(W), and the lemma follows. 
6 
In this section G is a finite group, V an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of 
G, and M = NG( V). In addition let V, E Y(M) with I’,, < V. Set P = V/V, 
and H = M/C,,,(n). If V, # 1 assume I’,, # V is a TI-set in G with 
M=N,(V,), V=(u”) f or each u E V - I’,,, and 1 C,( n : C,,,( I’)1 even. 
Recall 
r(M, v) = min{ i: U < V, C,(U) 4 M, m( V/U) = i}, 
SW, v) = min{Qf, V), m(M/C,(V), v)}. 
For X < G, r&Y) = r,(X, V) is the set of subgroups A of X such that A is 
contained in some G conjugate U of I’ with m(U/A) = i. Also 
wi(x) = wi(x> v) = (ri(x))> 
Let H< G with F*(H) = O,(H) and S E Syl,(H). 
Given a property 9(Z) define LYn to be the set of subgroups U of V such 
that there exists a 2-element t E C,(U) and W < V with m(V/IV) < II, 
U < W 4 C(t), and Y( [ W, t]). 
We will be interested in three properties: 
9(Z): C,(Z) g M; 
@Y(Z): There exists g E G - M with T,,,(G) < Mg; 
2?(Z): For each z E Z, C,(z) 4 M. 
Define /I,, yn, 6, to be the minimum codimension in V of a member of 
5Pn, g”, g”, respectively, setting the parameter equal to co if the set is 
empty. For z =/I, y, or 6 set zz, = n,,,, . 
48 l/70/2-18 
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Evidently 
(6.1) If n<m then q,>q,,, for 72 =/.I, y, or 6. Also 6, < ,8, and 
Z” > m(WC(V), v). 
(6.2) Let B = VP n M, D < B, 0 = Cp(D), and n = m( F/D) < r(M, V) - 
m( V,). Then 
(2) IfB#Vporn+m(V,,)<y, then [U,D]=l. 
(3) If V 4 Mg and BrnfvqB) > n then [C,(D), B] = 1. 
(4) Assume for each v E v# and g E G -M that C,(v) 4 MB, and let 
6 m(YqBIB) > n. Then [C,(D), B] = 1. 
Proo;f: Let u E U. Then m(D/C,(u)) < m(V,) so m(v/Vp n C(u)) < 
m( V,,) + n < r&f, v), and hence u E C( v8 n C(U)) < MB. Now [U, D] < 
V,nP, so if [U,D]#l then V”<C([U,D])<M and y,<n+m(V,,). 
Finally assume [C,(D), B] # 1. Then when /?m(YBIB) > n we have V< 
C([C,(D), B]) & Mp, while if 8m(vqe) > n then C,(v) <MB for some 
v E [C,(D), B]#. 
(6.3) Ifn + m(vd < minlr(M 0 Y,) then C,(W,(T)) = C,(W,(T))/V,, 
for T E Syl,(M). 
ProoJ See (6.2.2). 
Let Rn =@“(I’) be the set of conjugates Vg of V with VP 4 i&f, 
m( V/Vn Mg) < n, 1 # V,, n Mg if V, # 1, and dually; that is, these 
conditions hold with the roles of V and VP reversed. 81, consists of those 
VP E @, with VP n M n C( Yn Mg) < C( 0, and dually. @i consists of those 
VP E @n for which there exists I E r,( Vf7 Mg) with Vg n M n C(I) 4 C(v), 
and dually, and with (V, v”) not a 2-group. Finally let 8,* consists of those 
VEEen such that K= (V8nM)(VnMg) _a L = (V, V) and L/Kg L,(2k), 
szPk), or -&,,, m odd, m(L/K)=m(V/VnMg), v8 E Vt, [PO, V] < V,,, 
and C,(Pf3M)=(VnP)VO# vnMg. Set B==8”, @*=@,*, al=@: 
for n = m(V) - 1. 
(6.4) LetVpEb*,L=(V,Vp),U=VnMg,B=VpnM,andK=UB. 
Then 
(1) K/(un B) is the sum of natural modules for L/K, if L/K is not 
dihedral. 
(2) VoG4L. 
(3) If D <B with d # 1 then Cp(D) = C,(D)/V, and C,(D) < U. 
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(4) C,(B) = (UnB) V,,, C,(f? = (UnB) Vp, mm (V/C,(B))n 
C(b) = U/C,(B) jbr b E B - C,( 0. 
(5) m(B) = m(~/C,(B)) - mV’/v). 
Proof. set L* = L/(Un B), La = L/K. U* < C,,( Va) and 
La = (Va, xa) for xa E (Vga)#, so if B* # C,,(xa) then 1 # C,.(xa) Q L*, 
and as VP E P, we have a contradiction to u* n B* = 1. Hence 
u* = C,,(ua) for each va E Va#, so that (1) holds. As [ I$, V] < I’,, and 
V E I+, (2) holds. 
Let D <B with D # 1 and W/V,, = C,-(D). Set L, = V, G. K*/L$ is a 
sum of natural modules for La, so C,,,(v) = UL,*/L,* for v E V - U. 
Hence W< U so { W, D] < V, n B = 1. That is (3) holds. As V E 8*(V), 
C,(B)= (Un B) V, and i?# 1. [C,(n), V] <L,(UnB), so by (1) and (2), 
C,(p) = Vp(UfT B). Now (1) and (2) complete the proof of (4). 
As B# 1, (3) and (4) imply that ]s] = IB : C,(q)l= IB: (UnB) I$[ = 
~v:(UnB)Vo/=~U:C~B)J=~~:C~(B)(=~~:Cp(B)(/~V:U~, SO (5) 
holds. 
(6.5) Let FE@’ with V,# 1. Set U= VnM, B= PnM, 
L = (V, VP), and K = UB. Then 
(1) K a L, L/Kg L2(2k), SZ(~~), or DZm, m odd, m(V/U) = m(L/K), 
VP E p, and L/K is faithful on (V, n W)( v8, n M). 
(2) K/(un B) is the sum of natural modules for L/K, if L/K is not 
dihedral. 
(3) Either V,<K or L=(V,,, L$x (UnB) and r(M, V)=m(V,,). 
(4) If V,, < K but VP&b* then U= V,(UnB) and r(M, V)< 
m(b) + m(Vu). 
Proof: Set L,=(V,,fTMg)(k$fTM). VkMg SO UnVO=l. Thus 
[I$nM,U]<Un~=l. Then as VpE@l, [VpnM,V]<V,,. Thus V 
acts on V,L,. But a(V,L,,) = {L,} or {V,,, L,}, so V and then L acts on L,. 
Set La = L/C,(L,). We have shown U= C,(L,), so V, nMg = C(x) f7 L, 
for each x E (Va)“. 
Claim Va is a strongly closed TI-set in La with Pa E (Va>“. For if h E L 
and xa E (P’)” n N( Va), y = 1 or g, then 1 # V,, n Mg n C(x) < V, n Vf’, 
so v= Ph. Now by [14], La z L,(2&), sz(2$ or DZm, m odd, with 
(M n L)a = N,(V, n Mg)a, a Bore1 group of La and m(Va) = m(La). We 
find K = CL(Lo), so that (1) holds. 
Suppose V,, & K and let X= (V,, Vp). V,a 4 (MnL)a, so V,a = Va 
and L=XK with XI]L. K=UB with BEUL =UKx=Ux, so L=XU. 
Hence K = (VP n M) C,( V,,), so L = X x C,(X) = X x (Un B). 
Hence for the remainder of the proof assume V,, <K. Notice Un B < 
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Z(L). Set L* = L/(Un B). Then K* = U* x B* with U* = C,,(u) = [K*, u] 
for each u E V- U, so that (2) holds. By an earlier remark 
I$ = PO n M < C(U). Also as VP E @‘I, [C,(u), V] < V,,, so L acts on 
C,(B) C,(U) =K, and [L,K,] <L,. Hence by (2), K,=L,(UnB) with 
un B = Z(L), so C,(U) = UVp and C,(B) = (U n B) V,, . Moreover, it is 
evident that (4) holds. 
(6.6) If n < m(~@, 0 then @n = 8;. 
Proc$ This is clear. 
(6.7) Let B <A < V, E an A-invariant 2-subgroup of G, and 
m(V/B) < s&f, v>. Then C,(A) = C,(B). 
Proof. As m( V/B) < s(M, V), O”(C,(B)) Q C(V) 
(6.8) Let A Eri(S), HE gk(H, $A), r(M, V) > j> k + i, and 
[O’(H), C,(S)] # 1. Then 
(1) Cj(S) Q Cj(O,(W) SO [O’(H), Cj(O,(H))I + 1 f [A, Cj(O,(W)I. 
(2) Vn Z( W,(O,(H))) # 1, ifA < V. 
(3) ~(~/C,vh v> sj. 
Proof. SetQ=O,(H)andB=AnQ.WemaytakeA<V.Asj>k+i, 
m(V/B) < j. So B < VVj(Q) = W and as r(M, V) > j, C,(B) < M. Thus 
C,( IV) < M. Let Y = ker,(H), so that Cj(S) < C,(w) < Y. As 
HE g(H, S, A) and A < V, we conclude Y is 2-closed. Thus Cj(S) < Q and 
(1) holds. Next Cj(Q) < C(B) & N(A), SO [A, Cj(Q)] < Vn Cj(Q) < Z( FV). 
As [A, Ci(Q)] # 1, (2) and (3) hold with (6.7). 
(6.9) Let A Eri(S), HE gk(H, S,A), r(M, V) > n = k+ i, and 
[O*(H), C,(S)] # 1. Then 
(1) rf m(n, P) > n then V,, # 1 and 0: is nonempty. 
(2) If pi > n then 8: is nonempty. 
ProoJ Without loss A < V. Set Q = C,(O’(H)) and E = [A, Q]. By (6.8), 
1 #E while Q centralizes B = A n O,(H), with m(V/B) < n. Thus if 
m(Ii?, 0 > n, E < V,, while if pi > n then C,(E) < M. As A 4 O,(H) there is 
g E H with (A, Ag) not a 2-group. Then V 4 Mg while Bg < C(E) <M, so 
m(VpIVp nM) < n. Thus VE E @‘f . 
(6.10) Let FE~,B=VpnM,andk+j>max{P,,r(M,V)-m(V,)}. 
Then BE aj(a, 0. 
Proof. Let D < B with m(B/D) < j. Then m( VP/D) < k + j Q r(M, V) - 
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m( V,,), so by (6.2.2), C&D) = C,(D)/V,. Also Pk > k t j > m(Vp/D), so by 
(6.2.3), [C,(D), B] = 1. 
(6.11) Assume W,(S) # 1, 2 =0,(2(S)), U= (Z”), and V, = 1. Then 
(1) ?f i < s(M, V) - u(H/C,(U), U) then [ Wi(S), U] = 1, so 
H = C,(Z) JJ,Wi(S))- 
(2) If Aut,(L)L E 3for each L E 57X(H) and n = j + i < s(M, V), 
then H = C,(C,(S)) NH( Wj(S)). 
(3) If n = i +j < s(M, V) and HE gj lhen H = (C,(C,(S)), 
NH(wi(s))). 
Proof. Let A E ri(S) and B <A with m(A/B) =a(H/C(U), U). If i + 
u(H/C(U), u) < s(M, v) then by (6.7), C,(A) = C,(B), so by definition of 
u(H/C(U), U), [A, U] = 1. This yields (1). 
Let Q =Ti(H) and assume the hypothesis of (2) or (3). By (4.5), 
H = E,(H, S, Q) NJ Wi(S)) or (Ej(H, S, Q), NH( Wi(S))), respectively. So it 
suffices to assume HE GYj(H, S, A) for some A E 52 n S, and to show 
[O’(H), C,(S)] = 1. But this follows from (6.9.1). 
(6.12) Let V,,=l, r*(M,V)>n, VgEen-q with C,(VpnM)<Vp 
und(V/VnVp)nC(b)<(VnMg)/(VnVp)foreachbEVEnM-V,und 
dually. Assume that whenever A E VG with V n VP < V n A and 
n > max{m(A/A nM), m(V/IV,(A))}, 
then [A n M, N,(A)] < Vn VP. Then VP E b*. 
Proof. Set L = (V, VP), U = Vn Mg, and B = VP n M. By hypothesis, 
(6, V] < C,(b) ,< U for each b E B - V, and dually, so K = UB a L. Set 
L* = L/(Un B) and L, = L/C,(K*). By hypothesis. U* = C,*(v) for each 
va E (Va)#. Suppose h EL, A = V or VP, C = A n K, ua E (Aa)#, and 
ah E N( Va). Then 1 # C&ah) < Cam, so Un B ( Vn Ah. uh E N(Va) < 
N(U) < M as r*(M, V) > it. Similarly for va E (Va)# n C(d), 
u E N(C,,(uh)) = N(Ak n K) < N(Ah). 
Therefore 
n > max{m(A”/A* n M), m( V/N,(Ah))}, 
so by hypothesis, [ah, v*] = 1, and hence U= Ch. As r*(M, V) > n, h EM 
if A = V. Thus Va is strongly closed in N( Va), so as k = m(Va) > 1, 
Xa = (P)a E L,(27, Sz(27, or (S) 17,(2~) by [ 141. Also there is h E L with 
U = Bh. Suppose V # Vph = D. Then [D, Xa] = 1 as Da is strongly closed, 
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so D centralizes K* = (V”), contradicting B* = CK.(Vg) # K*. So VP E V’ 
and hence Xa = La = (Va, Vpa) E L,(2k) or sz(2’7. .Then K = C,(K*) and 
VpEb*. 
(6.13) Let k=l or 2, m(M,p)>k, l#X=O,(~)I]M,p>k+l,p 
prime, k + 1 < min{/3,, r(M, +m( V,,)}. Then 
(1) If Aut,(L)L E .& for each L E g.F(H) then H = 
NH(WO(S)) C”(Ck(S)). 
(2) IfH E gk then H = (NH(Wo(S)), C,(C,(S))). 
(3) Ifyk > m(V,J + k then C,(W,(T))/V, and [W,(T), X] = 1. 
Proof By (6.11) we may take V,, # 1. By (4.5) and (6.9) we may take 
VP E a:. As r(M, V) > m( V,,) + k, VP E @* by (6.5). Set B = VR A M, -- -- 
U= VnMg. By (6.10), BE Q@, 0, so [B,X] = 1. As 1 = [X, B], X acts 
on U by (6.4.4). As p > F + 1, d(p)> k = m(p/o), so [X, 91 < 0. This is 
impossible as M is irreducible on P and x a ii?. 
Therefore (1) and (2) hold. The first part of (3) follows from (6.3), and 
that observation together with (1) implies the second part of (3). 
(6.14) Let M be a X-group, m(M, 0 > k = 1 or 2, Z, g x 4 I@, 
p>2kfl- 1, r(M, V) > m( V,) + k. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) The conclusions of (6.13) hold, or 
(2) ME s, x L,(2) and P is the tensor product of the natural 
modules for the factors. Moreover tf m(VJ < 2 < m then there is VR E BT 
such that CM(Vn VP) contains an L,-,(2) section. 
(3) C,(a g GL,(4) acts naturally on p. 
(4) il?f z S, /Z, and m( 0 = 6. 
Proof Assume otherwise. By (6.11) we may take V, # 1, while by (4.5) 
and (6.9) we may take P E 8:. Set U= VnMg, B = vpnM, A = UnB, 
m = C,-(m, D = B n N, W = C,(D). By (6.5), VE E b*, so the argument in 
(6.13) shows there is b E B -D. Then b inverts x, so [p, b] = Cp(b). 
[o, b] <A and by (6.4.4), o/x= C&b), so [p, b] nd< [I?, b]. By (6.4.3), 
[~,b]<~,so [o,b]=Lisofcodimensionkin [p,b].Next(AX)=Z<W 
and m(p/jz)=2k. As [P/Z’,X]=P/Z andp>2k+1-1, k=l andp=3. 
As A # U, D # 1, so W = Z. Now regarding P as a GF(4)-module for is, b 
induces a group of transvections with axis @. Also m(D) = n - 1, where 
m(n = 2n, by (6.4.5). Finally, for v E V - U and distinct Lsi in o”, 
[V; d,] + J# [fi,d,] + a by (6.4.4), so [p, d,] # [p, d2]. Therefore 
Lemma 13.9 in [5] completes the proof. 
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(6.15) Let s(M, V = m, H E gk, and % the set of subgroups X of M with 
A(X) = (M}. Then 
(1) Nt.AWi(S)) <NN,(Wi-,(S)) and C,(Ci-l(S)) < Co(Ci(s>)for each 
i> 0. 
(2) If C,(C,(S)) E i? then C,(Cj(S)) < C,(C,(5’))fir each j > 0. 
(3) Zf NM(Wi(S)) E %’ then NG(Wj(S)) <M > C,(Ci-j(S)) for each 
j2 0. 
(4) Assume NILI(Wi(S)) of C,(Ci+l(S)) is in % for each i< k and 
m>k+l.ThenH<M. 
Proof: Let Ci = Ci(S), Wi = Wi(S), and Zi = Z(Wi). Part (1) follows 
from the definitions. Let C,(Ci) E %. C,(Ci) < CM(Zi+j) for each j > 0, SO 
CM(Cisj) < M >N,( Wi+j), and (1) completes the proof of (2). A similar 
argument establishes (3). 
Assume the hypothesis of (4) with H $ M. As m > k + 1, (6.11) implies 
H= (CACi+d Nt+dK>>, for i=O, 1. (*I 
So if C,(C,) E % then (2) supplies a contradiction. Therefore N,,,(W,) E %, 
so C,(C,) 4 M by (*), and hence by (l), C,(C,+,) @ %. Thus NM(Wk) E 2 
and by (3), C,(C,) GM, a contradiction. 
(6.16) Let s(M, V) = m, H E gk;(, p an odd prime, and X a noncyclic p- 
subgroup of M of exponent p with SX = XS and J’(Y) = {M) for each 
noncyclic subgroup Y of X. Then 
(1) rf m > k + 1 then any one of the following implies H < M: 
(i) IX1 > P’, 
(ii) 0,(S)/(J2,(S) fI O,(SX)) is cyclic, 
(iii) N(X) n N(S) is irreducible on X. 
(2) Ifm > k+2 then H<M. 
Proof Define g as in (6.15) and set Ci = Ci(S), Wi = Wi(S), and 
Zi = Z(Wi). As m > k + r, r = 1 or 2, (6.11) implies the following hold: 
xzN*(wi) cAci+l) for each i < k + r, (*I 
H = (Nd Wily CdCCi + /t)) forO<i<r. t**> 
If one of the three hypotheses of part (1) holds, we essentially show the 
hypothesis of (6.15.4) is satisfied and appeal to that lemma. For in (i) and 
(iii), (*) implies Nx( Wi)Or C,(CI+ 1) is noncyclic and hence in @. Case (ii) is 
a little more complicated. Let K = XS, R = K/O,(K), P= [z, D,(S)]. As 
d,(S) is cyclic, YS E gI(K, S, A) for each A E r,(S) with x # 1, so by (6.9), 
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WiFIK or [Y,Ci+,]=l. As X=Nx(Wi)Y=Nx(Zi+,)Y, NM(Wi)EP or 
NM(Zi+ ,) E P. Suppose NM(W,) E %. Then H< M by (6.15.3) and (**). So 
NM(zk+*) E 2%‘. Therefore cG(ck+ 1) G M* Also NM(W,,) E P or 
N,(Z,) E P’, so N,( IV,) < M and (* *) completes the proof. 
We interrupt with an aside: 
(6.17) Let H be solvable, s(M, v> > i + 2, Wi = Wi(S), Ci = C,(S), and 
Zi = Z( Wi). Then 
H = NH(wi) cH(ci+Z> = NH(zi+ I> cIf(ci+2) = ‘H(‘i+ I>* 
This follows immediately from (6.11.2). Now back to part (2) of (6.16). 
Assume m > k + 2 but H 4 M. By (6.17) the following holds: 
One of N&((wi), N&f(zi+ I) or C,,,(C,+ J is in P for each i < k + 1. (***) 
By (6.15.2) and (**), C,(C,) & %, so applying (z*) with i = 0, 
NJ IV,) < M. Hence applying (&) with i= k, (6.15.2), and (**) we 
conclude NG(W,) E P/. Then by (6.15.3), NG(W,,) <M> C,(C,), so that 
(**) supplies a contradiction. 
Notice that the argument used to establish (6.16.2) also demonstrates 
(6.18) Let HE gkk, S <Hi < M with F*(Hi) = O,(H,), Hi EF:, and 
,A((H,, Hz)) = (M}, i = 1,2. Then H < M ifs(M, V) > k + 2. 
7 
In this section I’ is a Ti-set in a group G, V is a noncyclic elementary 
abelian 2-group, and M = N,(V). For E <H < G with E abelian, define 
R(H, E) to be the set of G conjugates U of V with 1 # En U and 
U 4 O,(H). K(H, E) = (Wf, E)), 
I(H, E) = (Un O,(H): U E R(H, E)), 
and D(H, E) is the set of elements u E U E R with u & O,(H). 
(7.1) Let gEG-M, U= VnMg# 1, X=(V, VP), Y=O,(X), 
x= X/Y. Assume [ V, Vg] # 1. Then Y = U x Up, xz L,(2”), Sz(2”), or 
D 2mT m odd, m( 0 = m(f), Y is the sum of natural modules for x, and vx 
hasoddorderforvEV-lJ,xEVg-Lib. 
Proof. This is essentially contained in [ 141. 
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(7.2) Let E a H < G, E abelian. Then I= I(H, E) is abelian and 
D(H, E)I/Z is a set of root involutions in K(H, E)/I. 
Proof. His too is essentially contained in [ 141. 
(7.3) LetE(1H<G,Eabelian, VEn=R(H,E),I(H,E)=I,<J(lH 
with J ,< O,(H), and I? = H/J. Then 
(1) 
-- 
IfhE H and (V, V”) is a 2-group then [V, V”] = 1. 
(2) If v= (6) is of order 2 then ii* is a set of odd transpositions of 
(6”). 
(3) If u, v E D = D(H, E) with U = 0, then u E vJ. 
(4) F is a TI-set in n and NN( v) = Nt,( V)J/J. 
(5) If ] PI > 2 then [r, O(B)] = 1. In particular, if V 4 O,(H)V and 
K = K(H, E) = (V”) then O,(K) = Z(Z?). 
Proof. As DI/I is a set of root involutions in K/I, D is a set of root -- 
involutions of K. Suppose (V, v”) is a 2-group. Then (V, V”) is a 2-group, 
so by (7.1), [V, v”] = 1. This together with the root involution property 
yields (2). 
Let U, v E D with U = 0. v 6? O,(H), so there is w  E D with VW of odd 
order. Then 1 iX] = 1 ziW is odd, so by (7.1), I UWI is odd. Therefore u is 
conjugate to v in X = (a, v, w) and then even in Cdzi) = (Xn J)(u). So (3) 
holds. Suppose t?E p. By (3), v E vh” for some x E J, so as V is a TI-set, 
V = I@“. Thus v= p, so v is a TI-set in G. Also by a Frattini argument, 
NH( q = N,V’WJ. 
Suppose ] VI > 2. Then as v is a TX-set [v, O(H)] = 1. So (5) holds. 
(7.4) Let E 4 H < G with E abelian. Set K = K(H, E) and I = I(H, E). 
Then C,(I) < O,(K) O(K). 
Proof: Let V E 52 = D(H, E). [C,(I), V] < C,(I) = In V, so V, and 
hence K, centralizes C,(l)/Z. Thus C,(l) = O,(C,(I)) O(C,(I). 
(7.5) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3), let Qi, 1 < i & r, be the orbits of K 
on Jz, and let Ki = (Qi). Then 
(1) K is the central product of the groups Ki. 
(2) If J = O,(K) and O(K) = 1, then K is the direct product of the 
groups Ki. 
Proof: By (7.1), if U, V E R then either [U, V] = 1 or U is conjugate to 
V in (U, V), so (1) holds. By (7.4), Ki n Kj < C,(I) < O(K) O,(K), so (2) 
holds. 
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(7.6) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3) and let H* = H/I, A = (A n 0) a 
2-group, J < X < H with x = [x, A] nilpotent of odd order, and 2 faithful on 
x. Then 
(1) U* is of order 2 for each U E A n R and AJ = (NAJ( r*) f’? 0)J 
for each Hall 2’-subgroup r* of X*. 
(2) Let O(K) = 1. Then d is the direct product of the groups [x, U] as 
ii varies over Kn 0. 
(3) Let K= (U) and x a p-group of exponent p and class at most 2. 
Then XE Zp or p1’2. 
ProoJ: As x is faithful on x, B n AX= R(AX, E), so without loss, 
H = AX. To prove (1) we may take H transitive on 9 by (7.5) and induction 
on the order of a. So A* = v* for some VE Sz. By (7.3.5), P is of order 2. 
Now (3.2) and (7.3.4) complete the proof of (1). 
To prove (2) and (3) we may take H* = Ar*. By (l), 0 is of order 2 for 
each U E fi and by (7.5), r is the central product of the groups [r’, U] as ti 
ranges over bnx. Let VEA no, vE VEQ, B=(xnD-- {fi}), and 
p= [F,v]n[F,B].Thenas [F,B,v]=l, [F,,B]actson [Z,u]=Vn1.As 
[B, V] = 1, W centralizes [I, v]. But [I, [F, v]] = [[I, v], [i;;, v]], so W 
centralizes [I, W] and hence w= 1. That is (2) holds. 
Assume the hypothesis of (3). Let Ii be an irreducible AY submodule of 
[I, Y]. [Ii, u] = Zin U # 1, where u E U E R, so as U is a TI-set, FL= C~Zi) 
centralizes u. Then Yi < C,i(u) < @(q. If Y/ Yi is abelian then as Y = [Y, u] 
and YA is irreducible on Ii, Y/Yi is cyclic. Hence y/@(Y) is cyclic so 
Yr Z,. So we may assume Y/Yi is nonabelian. We have shown that any 
subgroup of Y/Yi inverted by u is of order at most p, so u centralizes 
Z(Y/Y,), and hence Y/Yi g P’+~” by the irreducible action of YA on Ii. 
Again as each subgroup of Y/Yi inverted by u is of order at most p, n = 1. 
So (3) holds. 
(7.7) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3) with J= O,(K), O(K) = 1, and 
K/z*(K) z L,(2”) or Sz(2”), n > 1. Then Z*(K) = 1 and either 
(1) m(Q=nandforeachkEKwith [V,V”]#l,K=J(V,Vk)and 
(V, vk)nJ= (If-l v)(IfT v”). 
(2) P has order 2 and Bz L,(2”). There are h, k in K with R= x 
where X = (V, V”, v”) and [ V, v”] = 1. For each such X, X/(X n I) s K or 
Z, x I?. Suppose J/I = Z(K/I). Then K =X, I is the direct sum of indecom- 
posable 13 modules A where A = (A n V) x (A n V”) x (A n V”), B = 
C,(K) E A n V, A/B is the natural I? module, and K = (z) x K* with 
IzlG2. 
Proof. Assume first that 1 PI > 2. By (7.3.5), O(K) = Z(g), so as the 
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multiplier of K/Z*(K) is a 2-group, Z*(R) = 1. Moreover a = (v, p) for 
some h E K. Now by (7.1), r has rank n, so (7.1) implies that (1) holds. 
So assume p is of order 2. There exist h, k in K with [V, v”] = 1 and 
TO@?) = Z?, where X = (V, vh, v”). Next F/O(K) = (I)O(z)/O(Z?) X 
(R/O(Z?))“O with J.Fl ,< 2 because of (7.3.2). If O(E) # 1 then for S E Syl,(K), 
Q,(s) = (gn D) = r is faithful on O(E). Hence by (7.6.2), m(q = Ign 61, 
so E/O(K) g Z, x L,(4) and by (7.6.2), [O,(K), S] = Er X K2 X Z?, # 1 for 
some odd prime p, and for Ki = [O,(Ei), vi], {vi: 1 < i Q 3} = sn 0. Now 
[O,(K), S] = [O,(K), z] = K,. Ch oose K, to be a subgroup of K covering K, 
with K,/I a p-group. By (7.6.1) we may assume K,, g K. Let Ki = [K,, vi]. 
By (7.5.1), K, = K, x K, x K,. By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, K permutes 
the groups [Ki, Ki], 1 < i < 3. Hence as K has no subgroup of index 3 it 
fixes each such subgroup, impossible as N,(S) is transitive on this set. 
So Z*(K)=l. Let V=V,, vk=Vz, Vh=V3, zi=znvi. Let 
1 #A = [,4,X] <I, and A,=.4nZi. [A, Vi] =Ai so as X= (V,, V,, V,), 
A =A,A,A,. A,A2<CA(VIVZ), while A,nC(v)= 1 for uE Vi-Z, i= 1 
and 2, so A,A,=C,(u) and A=AlxA,xA3. Set B=C,(X). 
IA : c,zj(vi)l = IAil, so B=A,A,f-IC(V,)zAi. Now A/B=(A,B/B)x 
(A3 B/B) with A, B/B = C,,,( Vi), i = 1 and 2. Choose A minimal, so that X 
is irreducible on A/B and [Jnx,A]<B. Let xE.ZnX, vE V-Z, aEA. 
Then [ux, a] EAT, while as [x, A] <Z(X), [ ux, a] = [u, alx[x, a] E A;[x, a], 
so as 1 =A;nZ(X), [~,a] = 1. Thus [Jnx,A] = 1, so JnX<ZV(A,)< 
N(V) and hence [.Zn X, V] <I. Thus O,(X/(Xn Z)) = Z(X/(Xn I)) and 
x/(xn Z) = (~(xn I)) x xm/(xn I) with P/(Xn Z) z I?. 
Suppose K = X. As I, C,(X)/C,(X) z (Z/C,(X)) n C(g for each involution 
S in 3, Z/C,(X) is the sum of natural modules W,/C,(X) for X. Let A = [ Wj, 
X]. As IAI=IA,13 and IBI = IA, 1, E g L,(2”) from the cohomology of 
Sz(2”) on its natural module. As /C,(X)/ = z(C,,&X)I, Z is the direct sum 
of the modules [ Wj, X]. 
We may choose z E (0 n C(V)), so z centralizes I, and then as 
(z)Z 4 K, [z, I] = 1. Now z centralizes (Q n C(v), Z) = S so (z)Z splits 
oved and K = (z) X Km for suitable choice of z. 
(7.8) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3) with O(K) = 1, L = (L n a) < K, 
L/O,(L) z s, 3 V E L n 0, and A = @(L’ of order at least 4. Then 
[L, O(I?)] = 1. 
Proox By (7.3.5) we may take r of order 2. Without loss Q = V“ so D 
is a set of odd transpositions of Z? and F= P a set of 3-transpositions of J? 
Choosing L to be a minimal counterexample, A is of order 4. Set A = (A). 
We may assume L acts faithfully on a p-group f of exponent p and class at 
most 2. By (7.6.2), m(x) = IAl = 4, so 1 # F= (n,-&(6) E Z(z) and -- 
[X, A ] = [X, F] is L-invariant, so we may take X = [x, z]. Let P E Syl,(X). 
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By(7.6.1)wemayassumeX=PIandK=LX.Letd=(l/i:1~i~4}and 
Yi = [X, Vi]. By (7.5.1) and (7.6.2), Y = Y, X Y, X Y3 X Y,, SO by the 
Krull-Schmidt Theorem, L permutes the groups Ii = I r‘l Yi. V fixes each Y,, 
so L = (I@) fixes each Ii. On the other hand, O,(L) is transitive on d and 
hence on the groups Yi, a contradiction. 
(7.9) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3). Then E is not O;(5) or O;(3) with 
D a set of odd transpositions. 
Proof: Assume otherwise. F= (V) is generated by an odd transposition 
and is contained in a parabolic p of E stabilizing a point in the natural 
module for K. Let K* = K/I, x= O,,(p), where K is defined over GF(p). By 
(3.2), v* acts on a Sylow p-group r* of X*. Now 
A = [I, Y] = @ C,(B), 
EEA 
where A is the set of hyperplanes B of r* with C,(B) # 0. Observe 
C,*(v*) = Z* is a hyperplane of Y* and Z* < (VN”)), where U is a 
member of C,(v). Thus 0 = [ Vn 1, Z] = [I, v, Z]. Hence u fixes A 
pointwise and [C,(B), U] =0 for each B Ed -{Z*}, so that 
(x) = [r*, u] <B. 
Next N,(P) preserves a quadratic form ( , ) on P and for B E A, B = y’ 
for some y in (r*)#. So either x E B, so that (x, y) = 0 or B = Z* = x1. 
However we may choose h E N(P) with (x, yh) # 0 and x # y”, a con- 
tradiction. 
(7.10) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3) KZ S,, d the transpositions and 
A = [A, K] < C,(J). Then A is the sum of modules B in Irr(E, A) with 
B/C,(K) natural. 
Proof. For n = 3 the remark follows from (7.1), so take n > 3. Represent 
K on A = {l,..., n}. D is the set of transpositions and we set 0, = (i, i + 1) 
and take viE ViEa. Let X=(V,:i> l), Y=(V,, VZ), and Q= [X,A]. 
Then Xg S,-, so by induction on n, Q is the sum of modules P E Irr(X, Q) 
with P/C,(X) natural. Next R = (( V2 n P)‘) = (V, r‘l R)( VI n R) g E,. For 
i > 2, [Vi, Vi] = 1, so K = (X, Y,J) acts on RP and fii induces a 
transvection on RP = B. Thus B E Irr(K, A) and B/C,(K) is natural. 
(7.11) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3) with J= O,(K), O(K) = 1, and K 
transitive on R. Then K is transitive on D and one of the following holds: 
(1) R/Z@) z Sp,(2”), U,,,(2”), or Sz(2”), v is a root subgroup of Z?, 
and ii is a set of odd transpositions. 
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(2) R/Z(IT) E L,(2”) and v is the subgroup generated by all 
transvections with aJixed center. In particular v is weakly closed. 
(3) I?= A,/Z, and v is a weakly closed 4-subgroup. 
(4) K/Z(K) is Sp,(2”), U,(2”), 0’,(2”), or L,(2”) wreath S, with v 
of order 2. 
(5) v has order 2 and K/O(K) g S,. 
(6) v has order 2 and I? z 0,(3)/Z,. 
ProoJ Suppose v has order greater than 2. By (7.3.5), O,(K) = Z(z). 
By a result of Timmesfeld [ 131, K is quasisimple or L,(2”) wreath S,. Let 
V E p. By (7.3), v is a TI-set, so either I?/Z(I?) E A, or I? E Chev(2), t7 is a 
root involution, and if (2) does not hold then v is contained in the root 
group w of V. In the first case 6 invertes a subgroup of F/Z@) isomorphic 
to E,, so Z(K) is of order 3 by (7.6.3). We assume K is a counterexample of 
minimal order, so the last case holds. Now there is k E K with 
K, = (W, Fk) E L,(2”) or Sz(2”), so by (7.7), w= I? Then by (7.3.1), (1) 
holds. 
So take v of order 2. By (7.3.2), d is a class of odd transpositions, so by 
[ 191 either oO(K)/O(K) is a set of 3-transpositions of K/O(K) or 
F*(K/Z*(K)) is quasisimple or E/Z*@) is L,(2”) wreath S,. In the first 
case as (5) does not hold, K has a subgroup L satisfying the hypothesis of 
(7.8) F*(K) is quasisimple. In the remaining cases if O(K) &Z(x) there is a 
subgroup K, = (K, n Q) of K with K,/Z*(K,) E L,(2”) or Sz(2”), n > 1, 
and O(K,) 4 Z(K,). By minimality of K, K = K,, and (7.7) supplies a con- 
tradiction. 
So O(K) < Z(K). Now unless one of (4), (5), or (6) holds, V is contained 
in a subgroup 12 O;(5) or O:(3), and (7.9) supplies a contradiction. 
(7.12) Assume the hypothesis of (7.11) with K/Z(K) g Sp,(2”) or 
U,(2”), n > 1, and 1 v] = 2. Then C,(K) # 1. 
ProoJ: v< @ a root group of K by (7.11). Let z = (p, p> z L,(2”). 
By (7.7), there is k E L with [V, I’“] = 1 and x= z, where X = (I’, Vk, V”). 
Assume C,(K) = 1 and let A be an irreducible K-submodule of 1. By 
(7.7), [A, W] = (An V') x (A n v”) = (A n V) x Z, Z = C,,,,,(X). Let 
W 4 T E Syl,(K), Y a subgroup of order 2” - 1 in N,(T), and 
B = C,,,,,(T). F_a T, so I’nB#l. As Z = C,A,&‘> and 
IA, W, Y] n V= 1. we conclude B n Z # 1. NOW K = (X, T) < C(B n Z), 
completing the proof. 
(7.13) Assume the hypotheses of (7.11), with E/Z(E) g U,(2”), m > 3. 
Thenm(V)>2n+l andm(YnI)>.n. 
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ProoJ: Passing to a suitable subgroup of K we may take m = 3. Hence as 
C,(Z) < O,(K) it is well known that m([Z, u]) 2 2n for u E V- Z. As 
[I, v] = Zn V the lemma follows. 
(7.14) Let E SI H < G with E abelian and V E 8. Then V n Z(H, E) = 
V n ker,(H). 
Proo$ By (7.2), Vn Z(H, E) < Vn ker,(H) = U. On the other hand 
(V, VP) < UVP is a 2-group for each g & H, so l-J < vn O,(H) = 
vn Z(H, E). 
(7.15) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3) with J = Z, B= O(Z?)v, and 
O(K) z p’+*. Then m(Z) =pk, m(C,(V)) = (p + l)k/2, m(VnZ) = 
(p - l)k/2, and Z= [I, Z(K)]. 
Proo$ By (3.2) we may take u E V-Z and P = [P, v] E Syl,(K). Let 
Z = Z(P), X a subgroup of order p in P inverted by u. Z = [I, Z] and P is 
transitive on the set d of subgroup of order p in XZ - Z, so 
z= 0 c1tu> 
YEA 
and m(Z) =pk, where k = m(C,(X)). [C,(X), V] < C,(X) and C,(X) = 1 as V 
is a TI-set while u inverts x. So as V is semiregular on A - {X}, 
C,(v) = C,(X) 0 [I, u] with [I, u] =Zn V of rank (p - l)k/2. The lemma 
follows. 
(7.16) Assume the hypotheses of (7.3) with O(K) = 1, J= Z and 
E/Z(K) z U,(2”), n = m( 0. Let X be a nontrivial subgroup of C,(n of odd 
order. Then [ V n Z, X] # 1. 
-- 
ProoJ: X centralizes L = (V, V) 2 L,(2”), so if [ VnZ, X] = 1 then 
[L, X] = 1. If X< Z(E) then [X,Z] = 1, a contradiction to O(K) = 1. So 
there is a K-conjugate Y of X projecting nontrivially on L. By (7.1), 
O,(L)= [O,(L),Y]. But Z=(Znv)(ZnVg)(ZnF’+‘) for hEK-L so 
m(Z) < 3m(Z n V), while 2m(Z n v) = m(O,(L)) < m(C,(X)) and m(C,(Y)) < 
m(Z) - m(O,tx)) Q m(Z f-7 v). 
8 
In this section continue the hypotheses and notation of Section 7. In 
addition, let 2 be the set of subgroups H of G with V < H, F*(H) = O,(H), 
and 1 H: H n M] odd. x0 consists of those H in R with V < O,(H). 
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(8.1) Let Ug Vand EE ki,(U, 2) with En V= 1. Then C,(U)= C,(u) 
for each u E u#. 
Proof [CE(u), U] <E n V = 1, as V is a TI-set in G. 
(8.2) Let HEX, TESyl,(HnM), E= (C,(T)H), and UE FnH 
with C,(E) # 1. Then 
(1) [U, V”] = 1, or 
(2) H&q and UE v”. 
ProoJ 1 # C,(E) < C,(C,(T)) < UnM, so by (7.1) either [U, V] = 1 
or U is conjugate to V in (U, V). 
(8.3) Let HEz-zO, TE Syl,(HnM), E = (C,(T)“), f2 = p(H*E), 
and K = (0). Then E is abelian and 
(1) K = K(K, E), R = R(K, E), and K is transitive on a. 
(2) O,(K/I) < Z(K/I) for I = I(K, E). 
(3) N,(K) = K(H n M). 
(4) W,,( T, V) fixes K” pointwise. 
(5) H=K(HnM)NH(w,,(T9 v>>. 
Proof: Let r= R(H, E). As (H: Hn M] is odd, T k SyI,(H), so as 
E*(H) = O,(H), E is abelian, and Vn E # 1. As V 4 O,(H), V E r. By 
(7.5), K is transitive on R and centralizes r- Q, so (1) holds. As 
VI! TE Syl,(H), (2) holds. Part (3) follows from (1) and a Frattini 
argument. Parts (3) and (4) imply (5). 
Assume UE p n H does not fix K. By (8.2), U is faithful on E. Let 
uE U-N(K). F = E n KK” n C(U) < C,(U) = C,(u) by (8. l), SO 
U= N,(K)(u). Without loss, N,(K) < T Q N( I’), so by (7.1) either U E V’ 
or [U, V] = 1. I n either case U < N(K). 
(8.4) Let HE&, TESyl,(HnM), E=(C,(T)“), H=H/C,(E), 
g E G, and U = VP n H noncyclic. Then 
(1) Either [U, E] = 1 and @ c M, or C,(E) = 1 and C,(U) = C,(u) 
for each u E u#. 
(2) [U, F(H)] = 1. 
(3) If W= (v”nT) is abelian, then [W,E] = 1 and 
H= (HnM)N,(W). 
Proof. Part (1) follows from (8.1) and (8.2). Part (1) implies part (2). If 
W is abelian, then E < (V”) < W, so [W, E] = 1. 
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(8.5) Assume the hypotheses of (8.3) and set n = H/C,(E). Then 
(1) I? is nof 0:(2”), L,(2”) wreath S,, or 0,(6)/Z,. 
(2) Either p n H = QnH U (p f? C(f2”)) or I? r Sp,(2”) or U,(2”), 
m > 3. 
(3) rf E/Z(E) z Sp,(2”), U,(2”), or S,, m > 3, then H = (H n M, 
N,( W,(T, V))) and K = (K n M, L), where T < N(L), W,( T, Vj’ 4 LT; and 
one of the following holds 
(a) Kz Sp,(2”) and L/O,(L) z L,(2”). 
(b) K/Z(K) z U,(2”) and L/O,(L) z L,(2’“). 
(c) I?/Z(I?) g S,, m z 2 or 3 mod 4, and L/O,(L) g S,,,,,*, . 
Proof. By (8.3) we may take H = KT. As v 4 T, (1) holds, and m = 2 
or 3 if KZ S,. If (2) is false, then by (8.1) and (8.2), U is faithful on E and 
C,(U) = C,(U) for each u E uff and some U E p n T not in B U C(K). In -- 
particular, [U, O(K)] = 1, so O(E) < Z(UK). If (7.11.2) or (7.11.3) hold, -- -- 
then fl,< C(O(K)v) = O(K)V, whereas 1 o] = ] U/ > ] v]. Similarly, if K is 
Bender, then by (7.11) and (7.7), m(o) > m(KT), a contradiction. This 
leaves K/Z(K) E Sp,(2”), U,(2”), or S,, m > 3. If K is S,, then by (8.1), 
(3.3), and (7.10), m = 6 and U is of order 4. But then Kg Sp4(2). So (2) 
holds. 
Assume the hypothesis of (3). If Z?z S,, m # 6, then with (2) and (7.3.4) 
K = (K n M, L), where L = NK( W,(T, I’)) = F,(T n 52). Then L/O,(L) z 
S,m/zlr so that (3) holds in this case. So take K unitary or symplectic. Then 
T acts on the unique minimal parabolic P of K with Tn P E Syl,(P) and 
1 = O”(F) 4 C(v). Notice L/O,(L) g L,(2”) or L2(22n) for K symplectic or 
unitary, respectively. By (7.7), (7.1 l), and (7.13), m(V) > m(LT/O,(LT)), so 
as LTE&, W,,(T, v> a LT by (8.4). In particular, K = (KnM, L) < 
(H n M, NH( W,(T, VI)). 
(8.6) Let HER-B’F”,, T E Syl,(H n M), W = W,(T, V) # V, and 
assume either 
(i) C,(z) ,< Mfor each z E Z(p), or 
(ii) NH(X) < M for each 1 #X 9 NM( IV’). 
Then in the notation of (8.3), 
(1) H=(HnM,N,(W)$M. 
(2) K= (KnM,L), where T < N(L), W a LT, and one of the 
following holds: 
(a) K/O,(K) g Sp,(2”), m > 3, m(V/Vnl) = n, and L/O,(L) g 
L2(2”)* 
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(b) K/O,,,(K) g umP”)v m > 3, m(V/VnI) = n, and L/O,(L) z 
L*(29. 
(c) K/O,(K)gS,, 2 or 3 ~mod4, m(V/VnI)= 1, and 
W,(L) g S,m/Z] * 
Proof. H be a minimal counterexample. We adopt the notation of (8.3) 
with n= H/C,,(E) and observe that by (7.1 l), (8.3), (8.5), and minimality 
of H, H = KT and one of the following holds: 
-- 
(i) fi = O(K)T. 
(ii) K is Bender. 
(iii) Assertion (7.11.2) or (7.11.3) is satisfied. 
(iv) IT/Z(K) E Sp,(2”) or U,(2”), n > 1 = m(V). 
In case (iv), (7.12) implies that (8.6(i)) does not hold, so (8.6(ii)) holds 
and N,(W) GM. Let B be a Bore1 group of K containing 7’n K and 
H, = BT. Then H, E 4, so by (8.4.2), H,, < N( IV) <M, impossible as v is 
not normal in B. 
So (iv) does not hold and an (ii), rn(Q = m(K) by (7.11). Thus in all 
remaining cases v is weakly closed in r with respect to K, so by (8.5.2), 
v”nT={V}U(V”nC(K)). ButX=(Pr)T-{V})#l as W#V.Also 
[X, K] = 1 and 1 # C,(T), so (8.6(i)) does not hold, while X g N,(w) so 
(8.6.2) does not hold. 
(8.7) Let HER, TESyl,(HnM), i>O, W= W,(T, v># V, and 
m(V) > k + i. Assume HE gk and NH( W,(T, v)) E F??~ if H f?? X0. Assume 
also either 
(i) C,(z) < M for each z E Z(T)“, or 
(ii) NH(X) < M for each 1 #X 4 N,(w). Then H = (H nM, 
NdWi(T, VI). 
Proof. By (8.3) and (8.6) we may take H E&“. As HE &Yk we may take 
HE gk(H, T, A) for some A E ri(7’) and show that H < M. But as 
m(V) > i + k, C,(E) # 1, where E = (C,(T)*), so by (8.4.1), O’(H) < 
(AH) < M. 
THEOREM 8.8. Let H EZ, H a X-group, T E Syl,(H n M), 
W,(T) # V, m(V) > 2, H z$ M, and NJ W,(T)) & M for i = 0 or 1. Assume 
C,(z) GM for each z E Z(T)#. c*> 
Then 
481/70/2-I9 
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(1) If m,(H) < 1 and M is strongly 3-embedded in G, then H has a 
composition factor Sz(2”), L,(2”), or L,(2”), n > 1 odd. 
(2) If m,(H) < 3 and m,,(H nM) < 1 for each odd prime p with 
m,(H) > 3, then H has a composition factor G(2”), n > 2, 3D,(2), 3D,(4), 
U,(4), U,(4), Q;(4) or A,. 
Assume H is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 8.8. Pick i = 0 or 1 
with NJ Wi( 7)) < M. From minimality of H, (5.1 l), and (5.13) in [ 51, we 
obtain the following two results: 
(8.9) NH(T) = {M}. 
(8.10) Either H E e or (8.8.2) holds, HE fl, H = (L, T) for some 
simple component L/K of H/K, where K = ker,(H), and either 
(1) L/K z L,(4) or U,(4), or 
(2) L/K 2 L,(4) or Sp4(4) and some member of N,(L) acts 
nontrivially on the Dynkin diagram of L/K. 
Actually, to complete the proof of (8.10) we must eliminate the cases 
L/K 2 L2(2*“) or U,(2*“) in (8.8.1). But there, 3 E z(L n M) by (8.9), so as 
M is strongly 3-embedded in G, L nM is strongly 3-embedded in L. This is 
not the case as (L n M)/K is a Bore1 group of L/K by (8.9). 
(8.11) V ,< O,(H). 
Proof See (8.6) and (8.9). 
As NG( W,(T)) < M there exists A E T,(T) with A $ O,(H). 
(8.12) m(V)=3, i= 1, m(A)=2, gl(H,T,A)~M, andH@F:. 
Proof. Let K E q(H, T, A) with K 4 M and E = @2,(2(T))“). By (8.1) 
and (8.2), A is faithful on E and C,(A) = C,(a) for each a E A#. Then 
m(A)=m(V)-i< j. But m(V)>3 and i<l, so j>2. Hence (8.10) 
completes the proof. 
(8.13) Let E = (12,(Z(T))H) and I?= H/C,(U). Then A<K<&) for 
some component z of B and K < L with x$0,(K) CAL), 
K/O,@) g L,(4), IK: Kn MI = 5, and either 
(1) Lr L,(4) or U,(4). 
(2) 1 r (S)L,(4) or Sp,(4) and K= O”‘(F) for some maximal 
parabolic p of 1. 
Proof By (8.1) and (8.2), A %x with C,(A) = C,(a) for each a E A#. 
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Hence 1 = [A, F(H)] and by (6.3) in [5], A fixes each component of I?. Let 
L = @,A] be a component of fi. By (8.10), E G’ L,(4), U,(4), (S&,(4), or 
Sp,(4). By (8.12) A is a 4-group and k?i(H, r, A) G M, so x< EC@). The 
lemma follows. 
Choose L and K as in (8.13) and set S = C,(E/O,@)A and U = (I’“). By 
(8.1) and (8.2), A is faithful on U with C,(A) = C,(a) for each a E A#. In 
particular, S is Sylow in SK. Let XESyl,(KnM) and X< YE 
Syl,((LH) n M) with YT= TY. Set V, = C,(S) and U, = (Vy). 
(8.14) U, /C,,(K) is the natural module for K/C,(U,) and V, g E,. 
ProoJ See (12.2) recalling m(V) = 3. 
(8.15) U= U, V. 
Proof. [KS n M, V] < V, as 1 V : V, ] = 2. Hence U/U, is the image of 
the permutation module of degree 5 for L,(4). As A is quadratic on U, the 
lemma follows. 
(8.16) [O,(KS), U] = 1. 
Proof. Let 0 = U/C,(K), Q = Q*(KS). [Q, V] < V, and C,,(K) = 1, so 
if [U, Q] # 1, then [ 0, Q] # 1. But K is irreducible on 0, so [o, Q] = 8,. 
However, U = U, V with [U,, Q] = 1, so [Q, U] = [Q, V] < V,, a con- 
tradiction. 
(8.17) ]Y, C,(K)] = 1. 
Proof. Y =XC,(K/C,(U)). By (8.14), V, = [V,X] so V, = [V, Y] and 
U = (uJ), where u E C,(Y) and J = C,(C,(K/C,(U))). 
(8.18) C,(K) # 1. 
Proof. If C,(K) = 1, then C,(a) 4 U, for a E A’, so as C,(a) = C,(A), 
U = U, x C,(K) = U,, a contradiction. 
(8.19) L E U,(4). 
Proof. If not T = SN,( YS) and H = (T, K). Set Z = Q,(Z( YS)). By 
(8.17) and (8.18) there is z E Z#. (z”) is an image of the permutation 
module of degree 5 and A is quadratic on (z”), so [z, K] = 1. Hence 
1 # C,(T) < Z(H). But by (*), Z(H) = 1. 
(8.20) L is not U,(4). 
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Proof: Assume z g U,(4). Then there is a subgroup D of order 5 in 
C#). As m(v) = 3 and D < it4, [D, V] = 1. Then Tn LS = [T, D] C,(U) < 
C(V), whereas A Q Tn LS and [A, I’] # 1. 
Notice that (8.19) and (8.20) supply a contradiction which completes the 
proof of Theorem 8.8. 
9 
In this section continue the notation and hypotheses of Section 7. In 
addition, assume T E Syl,(M), V# W,(T, V), and m( P’) > 2. 
Let 9 be the set of p-subgroups X of M such that p is odd, r,,,(G) < M, 
and XnkP= 1 for each gEG-M with V<M. For A E FnT let 
Y(M, T, A) be the set of groups K in a(M, T,A) with K = (Tn K)X and 
XE 9. 
(9.1) Let K = O,,,,,(K) GM, S E Syl,(K), X E Syl,(K), N,(X) 
irreducible on X/@(X), and E = Q,(Z(W,(O,(K)))). Then one of the 
following holds: 
(1) W,(S) II K. 
(2) [02(K), C,(S)] = 1. 
(3) V”nK=&!(K,E)U(~n0,(K)),and[l@~Oz(K),02(K)]= 1. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Let R = O,(K) and R = R(K, E). If U E a 
and BEpnR, then BgC(EnU)<N(U), so [u,B]=l. Thus 
[f2, PnR] = 1, so there is A E I@ n S not in 0 or R. Choose 
HEB(K,S,A) with XnH$@(X). 
If [O*(H), C,(S)] = 1, then as N,(X) is irreducible on X/@(X), O*(K) = 
[02(fo Sl < C(C,(S)), so this is not the case. Hence by (6.9) there is 
h E H with Ah E q(A). Set L = (A, Ah). Then O,(L) = 0,(0*(L)) < O,(K) 
as K=O ,,,,,(K). Then A n O,(L) = A n R E I’,(R), so A n R < W,(R). If 
[O*(K), W,(R)] = 1, then O’(K) < C(A n R) <N(A), whereas A 4 R. So 
[O*(K), W,(R)] f 1. 
Next if C,(S) 4 R, then as N,(X) is irreducible on X/@(X), O’(K) = 
[O*(K), C,(S)1 G C(W,Wh a contradiction. So C,(S) < C,(R) and then as 
[O*(K), C,(S)] # 1, [O*(K), C,(R)] # 1. As N,(X) is irreducible on X/@(X), 
C,(C,(R)) < Q(X). Therefore [A, C,(R)] # 1, so as (C,(R)) < C(A f7 R) < 
N(A), 1 # [A, C,(R)] &A n C,(R) GE, contradicting A @ Q. 
(9.2) Assume the hypothesis of (9.1) with X E 9’. Assume neither W,(S) 
nor C,(S) is normal in K. Then 
(1) VCnRG {V} SO vGnsz (snR)u {v}). 
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(2) Let A E 0 n S, R = O,(K) and x E x#. Then (AXR) n R is trun- 
sitive on Snl2. 
(3) (S n Q) is abeliun. 
(4) X is cyclic. 
Proof. As XEY, XniVP=l for V#V<S. So (1) follows from 
(9.1). Similarly K is transitive on B by (7.5). Let A E S n l2, K= K/R. By 
(7.3.5), A is of order 2. Let C be a critical subgroup of X and Y = O,(C). By -- 
(7.6.3), [Y, A] g Z, 
-- 
or P’+~. As N,(A) = 1, (7.3.4) implies r= [Y, A] is of 
order p, so (4) holds. By (7.3.3), R is transitive on S n 0 and indeed as 
QI(K, E)/I(K, E) is a set of odd transpositions of K/I(K, E), (AxR) n R is 
transitive on S n S. Finally (3) follows from (7.3-l). 
THEOREM 9.3. Let A = VP < T with C,(A) E Syl,(C,(A)). Then either 
(1) N,(W,Kl)<M, or 
(2) .P(M, T, A) is empty. 
Assume A is a counterexample to Theorem 9.3 and let K be a minimal 
member of y(M, T, A) and S = T n K. Then the hypotheses of (9.1) are 
satisfied, and we adopt the notation of that lemma. 
(9.4) WdN,(A 1) < C,(A I< s. 
Proof: This follows from (7.1) and the definition of S. 
(9.5) [O’(K), C,(S)] f 1. 
Proof. We may take hEN,(W,(T))-M. As V4 W,(T)gN(W,(T)), 
vh 4 w,,(T). SO vh GM. Also Vnz(W,(T))# 1, SO l# Vhn C,(T)& 
Vh n C,(S). But now as a Sylow p-group X of K is in 9, we conclude 
[O’(K), C,(S)] # 1. 
By (9.5) the hypotheses of (9.2) are satisfied, and we adopt the notation of 
that lemma. Also take A = p n S, W = (A), H = K(K, E), I = I(K, E). By 
(9-G 
(9.6) W is ubeliun. 
(9.7) NJA)’ is 2-transitive. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. By (9.2), N(A) < it4. Take A G F. As 
FfIN(A)<M and W= W0(7BnM), A= IBn P. Then A=Tn p, so 
as N(A) Q M, T E Syl,(G). Then W is weakly closed and abelian, so 
N(W) = N(A) is transitive on A. 
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By (9.7) we may take g E N(d) and g* E M. Moreover, as 
C,(A) E Syl,(C,(A)), we may take C,(v) I? Mg = S, < Sg. 
For B E A - {V} set B, = B n R, while for B E A - {A } set B, = B n Rg. 
Then B, = [I, B] and I< Sg nN(B) < N(B,) for B E A - {A, V}, so that 
B, = B,. Set S, = Sgn C,(A) and 
W,=@,,V,,B,:BEA-{AJ}). 
Then L, = (S,, S,) acts on W,, and by (9.2) is 2-transitive on A. I 
centralizes W,, but not A, so A 4 W, and hence A, = A n W,. 
By (9.2) we may take a Sylow p-group X of K to be generated by an 
element x of order p. Set D = (AxR) n R and L = (DLu). By (9.2), DA is 
abelian and regular on A - (V}, so by a result of Holt [20], LA is L,(2”) or 
A 2n+1 acting 2-transitive on A of degree 2” + 1. 
Set l?‘= W/W,. Then p is of order 2 so @ = (p) is a homomorphic 
image of the permutation module of degree 2” + 1 for LA = L/C,(m. In 
particuiar, @I= 6’, @ r1 where I?, is irreducible of degree 2” and w2 has 
degree at most 1. Then w, is a free module for DA. 
Next O,(H) = DD”-’ with D n Dx-’ < C(W) and D”-IDID n Dxm’ s Ezln. 
Moreover, ] W : D”-’ V( = 2 with [A, DID n D”-‘1 = Dx~‘/D n D’-‘. 
W = VAD”-’ with In W= In W,. Thus the action of DA on @ is the 
same as on WI/ZW,, . Let E = m( W,). We conclude that 
2”+e=m(@ 
= m( WI/VZD”-‘) + m( VIDxm’/VZ(D n Ox-‘)) + m( VZ(D n D”-‘)/IV,) 
= 1 + n + m(IV(D n Dx-‘)/IV,). 
Moreover, m(ZV(D n Dxm’)/IV,) ,< m(C,(D)) = 1 + E. Hence n ,< 2. Finally, 
if n = 2, then as DA has a free orbit on @, and hence also on WZ/ZW,, 
D n Dx-’ 4 I, and indeed D”-’ n W, = I fJ W,, . Therefore, 
(9.8) Either 
(1) ~A~=3,H/IzS,,andLA~Sj,or 
(2) lAI=5,H/Ig Wyl(D,),LA~A5,andDx~‘n W,,=In W,. 
(9.9) H, = (H, HP) does not act on I,, = IF’. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. W,, Q Z(I,) and 1, = (Vy), so I, is abelian 
and (7.11) and (8.5) are applicable. From these results and (9.8) we 
conclude either /Al = 3 and Ho/IO 2 S,, or IA 1 = 5 and H,I, E U,(2) or 
Z, X U,(2). In either case there is h E H, --M with [X, V”l = 1, contrary to 
hypothesis. 
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(9.10) (1) O,(L) = I, w. 
(2) I,, W/W = (I W/W) x (I” W/W) is the sum of natural modules for 
L/O,(L) kz Lz(27. 
(3) I, W/W,, is abelian. 
ProoJ: [D, O,(L)] < O,(L) n C(V) = Q. So O,(L) = QQg, as L = (D, 0”) 
and D contain a complement to O,(L) in a Sylow 2-group of L. Next 
IQg,A] = 1, so Qg < S ,< N(O,(H)) and then O,(L) < (Qg, D) < S. 
DW= O,(H)W, so [D, O,(L)/ W] < D, W/W and then O,(L) = 
D, 0: W= Z, W. ]I, Zg] <In Zg < W, > [D, I], so (2) and (3) hold. 
(9.11) A has order 5. 
ProoJ Suppose A has order 3. I, W/W, is the sum of free modules for 
L/O,(L) and [D, I] < W,, so [D, Ig] <IW, n O*(H), and IW, n W, & W,,. 
ZWA O,(H) = ZD”-’ 
zw, n ID”-’ = 
with Dx-’ < [W, D] W, < W,, so IW, n O,(H) = 
Z(Z W, n Ox-‘) < I( W, n D’-‘) = I. Hence [D, Zg] < I. 
Let yEHg-N(A) and B=v. As m(V)>2, m(B)>l, [D,B]< 
[D, Zg] < I, while [B, W] < Ig n W < W,, . So B induces automorphisms in 
Dxm’ on H/Z. In particular, as m(B) > 1, 1 #B nN(AX), so as (B, AX) is a 2- 
group, B < N(AX) by (7.1), and then acts on At, so [B,Ai] = 1. Hence 
P = (Zg n W,)B centralizes (Zn W,) At = I. Now H acts on 
C(Z) n I, H = I,, against (9.9). 
(9.12) A has order 3. 
Proof: Suppose A has order 5. As m, is projective, I, W/W, = 
C/W,, 0 W,/W, for some L-submodule C/W,. Let Y be a subgroup of 
Mn Mg n L of order 3. Then Y acts on the Sylow 2-group DO,(L) = DI, W 
of L. So Y acts on DI, Wn C(V) = DZW and then on DIWn C(W,) = IW. 
As WU B is the set of involutions in IW, where B = VZ(D c-7 Dx-‘), Y acts 
on B. So T acts on J(DZW/B)= O,(H)V/B = Q/B, and then on N, = 
K(IV,(B)n N(Q), B). As W= W,,(N,(A)) and ( W: Wn Qj = 2, AQ/Q is 
weakly closed in N,/Q with respect to N, by (7.3). Y < Mg, so Y acts on an 
A-invariant Sylow 3-group N,/Q of N,,/Q and then also on 
[N,/Q, A] = N/Q. Without loss, X ,< N. If x, is an element of N of order 3 
inverted by a E A and u E Q - Mg, then AU is conjugate to A in 
(A,A”,A”‘)nQ, so [Q/B,x,] = Q/B. Thus if P E Syl,(N), then 
C,(Q/B) < G(P), while P/C,(Q/B) is embedded in L,(2). Thus 
P/C,(Q/B) GE,, and as P = [P, a], P/C,(Q/B) is inverted by a. Thus 
P/C,(Q/B) is semiregular on Q/B, so P/C,(Q/B) is cyclic. So as 
C,(Q/B) < 0(P), P is cyclic. Therefore, Y acts on X and then on 
DI WX = H. So Y acts on I = (A n O,(H)H). 
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Next B/W, = (Z, W/W,) n C(D) with [B, Y] < C, so [U, Y] < C. Also 
C/W, = (ZW,/W,) x (I”W,/W,) = [C/W,, Y] by (9.10), with zn W= 
zn w,, so Z= [I, Y](Zn W,,)<C and C=ZZgW,. Then [D,Zg]< 
ZW, n O,(H) and ZW, n W, ,< Cn W, < W,,. Also ZWn O,(H) = ZDxm’, 
with Ox-‘< [W,D] W,< W,. So ZW, n O,(H) = ZW, n ID’-’ = 
Z(ZW, n D”-‘) < Z(W,, n D”-‘) <I, with the last inequality a result of 
W, f7 D”-’ = W, n Z from (9.8). Therefore, [D, Zg] <I. 
Now [D, Zg] Q Z and Zg centralizes A, so Zg centralizes (WD n H)/Z = 
(A, D)/Z. Therefore, H acts on ZgH/Zn C(O,(H)/Z) = Z(H/Z) Zg/Z. As 
[Zg, A] = 1, H centralizes Z,/Z. This contradicts (9.9). 
Notice (9.11) and (9.12) complete the proof of Theorem 9.3. 
(9.13) Let X E 9 with XT = TX. Then either 
(1) NG(W,(T)) GM, or 
(2) W,(T) 4 XT. 
ProoJ Choose K = XT to be a minimal counterexample. By (4.3) and 
(4.4), K satisfies the hypothesis of (9.1). If C,(T) centralizes 02(K), then (1) 
holds as in (9.5). So the hypotheses of (9.2) hold. Let A = VP < T with 
V# A but C,(A) E Syl,(C,(A)). By (9.2), A E J2(K, E), so P+VZ, T, A) is 
nonempty and Theorem 9.3 completes the proof. 
(9.14) Let T < N < M, Q = O,(N), L = (LQ)“, LQ/Q a component of 
N/Q with N= (T, L) and Aut,(L/O,,,(L)) g PGL,(7), Aut(A,), MlO, or 
PGL,(9). Assume Syl,(N) E 3. Then either 
Proof: Observe T is maximal in N and for each elementary abelian 2- 
subgroup A of T with A 4 Q, there is HE B(N, T, A) with H a 2, 3-group. 
Now appeal to (9.2) and (9.3), using the argument of (9.5) as in the proof of 
(9.13). 
THEOREM 9.15. Let T < N < M, Q = Q2(N), L = (LQ)“, LQ/Q r L,(2) 
a component of N/Q with N = (T, L), LT = {L,, L2} of order 2, X E Syl,(N), 
Xi = X n Li E 9”. Then either 
(1) N,W,(T)) GM9 or 
(1) W,(T) 4 N. 
Assume Theorem 9.15 to be false. Choose notation so that 
T,=TnL,L,Q permutes with X. Let Y=XT if XT=TX and Y=N 
otherwise. Evidently, if Y = N, we may assume W,(T) is not normal in Y. If 
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Y = XT, then T permutes with a second Sylow 3-group X0 of N, and if 
W,( 7’) is normal in both Y and X,, T, then IV,& T) a (Y, X,,) = N. Thus for 
suitable choice of X we may assume IV,,(T) is not normal in Y even when 
Y = XT. Therefore, there is A = VP < T with A 4 O,(Y). 
(9.16) Assume HE B,(N, T, A) with 02(Hn Y) # 1 or Y < (H, T). Then 
(1) Ic,m, 02(W1 f 1. 
(2) A E WHY Z(W,(O,W)))). 
(3) Let h E H with K = (A, Ah) not a 2-group. Then O,(K) < O’(K) 
and [A: A n O,(K)\ = 2. 
Proof. If Y = XT, then NT(X) is irreducible on X, so Y < (T, 02(H)). If 
Y = N, then T is maximal in Y, so the same remark holds. Hence if 
(C,(T), O’(H)] = 1, then as X, E 9, N&W,(T)) GM, a contradiction. So 
(1) holds. Now (6.8) implies (2), and then (7.1) implies (3). 
(9.17) rf H E gl(N, T, A), then H is solvable. 
ProoJ: If not, then N = (H, T) so by (9.16), A E R(H, Z(W,(O,(H)))). 
As F*(H/O,(H)) E L,(2) or L,(2) x L,(2), (7.11) supplies a contradiction. 
(9.18) Either 
(1) A <N(L), or 
(2) Y = XT and N,,,(L) < O,(Y). 
Proof. Assume a E A -N(L) and set D/Q = C(a) n N/Q. Then by 
(9.17), A 4 O,(D), while if Y = XT, we may assume N,(L) 4 O,(Y). Hence 
there is HE Z’r(D fl Y, Tn D, A) < gi(Y, T, A) and by (9.16), a E O’(H) ,< 
02(N), a contradiction. 
(9.19) K(L) < L, L, Q. 
Proof. Assume a E A induces an outer automorphism on L/Q. Let 
D/Q = N/Qn C(a). With (9.17) and (9.18) there is HE gl(D, TnD,A)E 
8,(N, T, A), so by (9.16), a E 02(H) < 02(N), a contradiction. 
(9.20) WAQ/Q> n N(L) < T,,. 
Proof: Assume c E C,(AQ/Q) induces an outer automorphism on LQ/Q. 
As 2=ILQ/QnC(t)12, IA :C,(LQ/Q)l<2 by (9.18) and (9.19). Now if 
C,(AQ/Q) 4 N(L), then IA : A n Ql = 2, while if C,(AQ/Q)N(L), then 
C,(AQ/Q)L E Z1(N, T, A). In either case (9.17) supplies a contradiction. 
If Y = N, choose notation so that A 4 OJT,) and S = T,,C,(AQ/Q) 
permutes with X. This choice is possible by (9.20). If Y = XT, let S = T. 
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Next let K be minimal subject to S <K < SX and A 4 U,(K) = R. Then K 
satisfies the hypothesis of (9.1) and either K = Y or N = Y and K = X,S, 
i= 1 or 2. By (9.16), [C,(T), O’(K)] # 1, so A E B(K,E) by (9.1.3). 
Suppose K = Y. By (7.6) [XR/R,A] is of order 3, so as A <N(L), A 
centralizes X,R/R for i = 1 or 2. As Xi E 9, (7.3) supplies a contradiction. 
So K = XiS and hence K satisfies the hypothesis of (9.2) and y(M, T, A) is 
nonempty. BY (9.2), V%&(K)= {V}, so P n O,(Y) = { V}. Hence 
;B(M, T, A) is nonempty for each A E p n T- {V), and Theorem 9.3 
supplies a contradiction. This contradiction completes the proof of 
Theorem 9.15. 
10 
In this section we consider the following two hypotheses: 
HYPOTHESIS 10.1. V is a faithful GF(2) module for a group G, X is 
nontrivial cyclic subgroup of V of odd order regular on [V, X]” and normal 
in &G(X)). 
HYPOTHESIS 10.2. Hypothesis 10.1 holds with m(G, V) > m([V, Xl). 
(10.3) Assume Hypothesis 10.1 with U = C,(X) a TI-set under G and 
L = (x”). Then one of the following holds: 
(1) X=L. 
(2) L=XXXgforsomegEGand U= [V,X”]. 
(3) [V,X] is L- invariant and L = O,(L)X with X regular on O,(L)? 
(4) [V, X] is L- invariant, X has order 7, L E L,(7), and m(V) = 4. 
(5) L is a Frobenius group of order 21 and IX] = 3 = m(V). 
Proof. By (3.1) in [ 11, either (5) holds or X 9 L acts on [V, X] and X is 
regular on UL - (U). As U is a TI-set, 2m(U) < m(V), so if X a L, then 
either (1) or (2) holds. In the last case L is 2-transitive on UL = A with 
XA 4 LA n N(U) and XA regular on A - {U}, so by [9], either 
LA = 02(LA) XA with XA regular on O,(L’)# or LA g L,(7) and X has order 
7. [LA, X] <X, = 1, so as L = (XL), LA = Z(L), and this together with the 
structure of LA forces Z(L) to be a 2-group. As X is irreducible on [V, X], 
[ V, X, Z(L)] = 1. As [L, V] = [X, V] and Z(L) acts on U, [U, Z(L)] = 1. So 
[V, Z(L)] = 1 and hence Z(L) = 1. Now if L = O,(L)X, then (3) holds, 
while if L z L,(7), then as U is a TI-set, an easy argument shows U has 
order 2, so that m(V) = 4 and (4) holds. 
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THEOREM 10.4. Let 0 be a G-invariant collection of subgroups 
satisfying Hypothesis 10.2 on some GF(2)G-module V. Then L = (0) is the 
direct product of subgroups Li, 1 < i < n, permuted by G, and [V, L] is the 
direct sum of the submodules Vi = [V, Li]. Moreover, ifX E 0, then either X 
is an Li or X is contained in some Li which is Frobenius of order 2 1. 
Choose a counterexample to Theorem 10.4 with G and V minimal. Then 
G = (Q). 
(10.5) Let X and Y be distinct commuting members of J2. Then 
[V,X, Y] =o. 
Proof As X and Y are regular on [V, X]” and [V, Y]#, respectively, we 
may take [V, X] = [V, Y]. But X is self-centralizing in GL([ V, Xl), so 
1 f CXY(l K Xl> centralizes [V, X] and V/[ V, X]. This is impossible, as XY 
is of odd order and faithful on V. 
(10.6) Let X and Y be distinct members of Q with Y ,< N(X). Then either 
[X, Y] = 1 or X has order 7 and Y has order 3. 
ProoJ Let U = [ V, X]. If [U, Y] = 1, then [X, Y] = 1, so assume not. 
Then as Y is transitive on [Y, VI”, [V, Y] = [U, Y]. Let n = m(U), 
m = m([ V, Y]). Then we may identify X with the multiplicative group of 
GF(2”) and Y with a group of field automorphisms of order r = 2” - 1. Now 
n = rs and m(C,(Y)) = s, so r = 2”-’ - 1 = (2r-1 - l)(2(‘-1)S - I)/ 
(2’~‘-1)~2’~‘-l.Asr=2”-l,weconcluder=3ands=l.soXhas 
order 7 and Y has order 3. 
(10.7) Let X, YE Q with C,(X) # 1. Then [X, Y] = 1. 
Proof: Let A = C,(X). X < N(C,(A)) = N(C,(Y)) <N(Y), so by (10.6), 
[X, Y] = 1. 
(10.8) If X, YE B with (X’) abelian, then Y <N(X). 
ProojI As H = (X’) is abelian, (10.5) implies H is the direct product of 
the groups Xy and [H, V] = W is the direct sum of the submodules Uy, 
where U = ] V, X]. We may assume Y does not act on U, so 0 # [ W, Y], and 
then [ W, Y] = [V, Y]. Let A = NY(U). By (10.7), A is faithful on X, so 
C,(A) # 0. Then if 1 #A, C,,,(A) < C,(Y) so Y acts on U, a contradiction. 
Hence Y is regular on Uy. Let 1 # 2 < Y. Then 0 # (U”) I? C(Z) < C(Y), so 
Y acts on Uz, and then as Y is regular on Uy, Y = Z is of prime order p. 
Now m(w) =pn, where n = m(U), while n = m(C,(Y)). Then 
2p(n-1) = I[ V, Y]/ = p + 1, a contradiction. 
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(10.9) G is transitive on 0. 
Proof. Let r be an orbit of G on 52 with r # n. By induction on the 
order of fi we may take (r) abelian. By (10.8), G = (0) acts on each 
member of r. Now by (10.5) and (10.6), either D -r centralizes r and 
[r, V] or there is an orbit A of G on a such that (r, A) = H is the direct 
product of Frobenius groups of order 21, and R - (A U r) centralizes H and 
[H, V]. It is now evident that the conclusion of Theorem 10.4 holds. 
Let r = fl unless X has order 3 and there is YE J2 with H = (X, Y) of 
order 21. In that case let r= @. From minimality of G we conclude 
(10.10) rf H and K are distinct members of r with (H, K) # G, then 
[H,K] = 1. 
From (10.5) and (10.10) we conclude there exist H, K E r with 
G = (H, K). For I E r let A(I) = N,.(I). Then by (10. lo), distinct members 
of A(I) commute, so the sets A(I) are the equivalence classes of an 
equivalence relation. Let W = [V, G]. Then W = [ V, H] + [ V, K], so that 
(10.11) If A(H) # {H}, then A(H) = {H, H*} and W = [V, H] @ 
[K H”]. 
(10.12) A(H)= {H}. 
Proof: If not, by (10.10) and (lO.ll), W= [V, H]@ [V,I] for each 
i E r- {H}. Set U= [V, H*]. Then U is a TI-set under G. If 0 = r, let 
A = H. Otherwise let A = O,(H). As [V, H] is generated by H conjugates of 
[V, X], A 4 NG(U). Notice U = C,(A) and A is regular on [A, V]” so that 
the hypothesis of (10.3) is satisfied. Now by (10.3), Theorem 10.4 holds. 
Let 2 = C,(G), P= V/C,(G), U = C,(H). From (10.10) and (10.12) we 
conclude 
(10.13) 0 is a TI-set under G. 
We may now appeal to (10.3). Let Q = C,(p). Evidently Q is a 2-group. 
Q acts on U and H g NG(U), so [H, Q] = 1. Thus Q acts on [V, H], SO 
[V,H,Q]=O. But now as m(~>2m([V,H]) and m([V,H])< 
m([V,X])+ 1 <m(G, v), while Q centralizes [V, X] + 2, we conclude 
Q = 1. That is, 
(10.14) G is faithful on p. 
By (10.3), (10.3.3) or (10.3.4) holds. Let t be an involution in G. Then 
[V,t]<C,(t) and m(F/[~,t])<m([V,X]). So m(V/Cv(t>)<m([V,Xl)< 
m(G, V), a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 10.4. 
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In this section G is a group of characteristic 2 type, ME M, V 4 M, 
G(V) = 1, a= M/C,,,(V), Q E Syl,(C,(v)), and J(N,(Q)) = {Ml. 
We prove 
THEOREM 11.1. Assume m(#, V) > 2. Then r(M, V) > m(M, V). 
Define 
l-= (U<v: 1#u,C,(U)~M,O*‘(C,(U))<C(V)} 
A= {UEr:m(V/U)=r(M, V)}. 
Let U E r, H = C,(U) Then Q E Syl,(H n M) and as J(NG(Q)) = {M} 
we conclude 
(11.2) QESyl,(H) and C(H,Q)<MnH#H. 
Next, by 121, 
(11.3) H = (HnM)L, where L is the central product of blocks Li of 
type L,(2”) or A,., , with Li 4 M. 
Set Ui = [O,(L,), Li]. 
(11.4) Let g E M with Un Up E r. Then [Li, L!] = 1 or Li = Lf. 
Proof: Let w= un ug, Xi, 1 < i < k, the blocks of C(w). 
L = [L, J(Q)] < N(Xi)* Next K = O”(N,(Xi) n C(W)) < O*‘(C(V)) < 
C(U) < N(L). Finally, K n Xi contains a Sylow 2-group of Xi if Xi is of type 
L,(2”), while (Kn X,)/0,(X,)% A,, if Xi is of type A,,+i. We conclude 
[Lj, Xi] = 1 or Lj = Xi. Hence setting X = X, . . . X,, either Lj = Xi for some 
i, or [ Ll, X ] = 1. As C( WX) < M, the latter case is out. 
(11.5) There exists g E M with Un U’: @ I-. 
Proof. If not, by (11.4), 02((LM)) = R # 1, so as M EJ, L < N(R) < M. 
(11.6) 2r(M, V) > m(M, V). 
Proof. This follows from (11.5). 
(11.7) Zfr(M, V) > 1 < m(M, V), then Li is not oftypeA,,+,. 
Prooj Assume otherwise. By (3 .3), 1 = a(Aut,(U,), Ui). So by (7.9) in 
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[51 and (6.7), W,(Q, v) 4 (&, Q), SO that Li < N( W,(Q, V)) < M, a con- 
tradiction. 
Assume in the next three lemmas that r(M, v) > 1 < m(M, V’). Notice that 
this is true if G is a counterexample to Theorem 11.1 by (11.6). By (11.7) we 
conclude 
(11.8) Li is of type L2(2’9, n, > 1. 
(11*9) Cl) (LinM)Io*(Li) is a Bore1 subgroup of L,/O,(L,). 
(2) Q = <Q n LJ CJLJO*(Li))- 
(3) Z(Q) n ui = (v-n U,)(z(L,) n ui>. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from [2]. AS Li ~ M, [Li, u] # 1 for some u E I’. 
Let X = (Lp). As V < Z(Q) we conclude with (1) that 
and then (2) and (3) hold. 
(11.10) Let U E A. Then L/O,(L) E L,(2”), n > 1, n = r(M, v>, and a 
Cartan group X of L n M is regular on [V, X]” with U = C,(X). 
Proof. U < C,(L,) and as U E A, m( V/U) = r(M, V), SO that U = C,(Li). 
Now by (11.9), L = Li and the lemma holds. 
Until Theorem 11.1 is established, take G to be a counterexample. Choose 
notation as in (1 l.lO), and let J2 = TM, V, = [V, fi]. By (11.10) and (10.4), 
(0) is the direct product of the groups in F”’ and V, is the direct sum of the 
submodules [Y, V,,l”, where Y = X or X has order 3, X Q Y, and Y is 
Frobenius of order 2 1. 
Let Z = n,(Z(Q)). Then Z = [X, V] x C,(L) = V, x C&2), so as 
M(N,(Q)) = {M}, C,(a) = 1 and Z = V,, = V. 
(11.11) LetgEMandassumegEN(17)ifXZY. Then UnUgET. 
ProojI Assume t is an involution in A centralizing U n Up. Then t acts 
faithfully on [V, (X, Xg)] = W. As U E r, W # [V, X]. If X # Y, then -- 
AutdW)= Fis of odd order. So X= Y and (X,xP)=Xxs. If ft=%, 
then n = m( W/C,(t)) = m( V/C,(t)), while if X’ = 1, then m( [X, V, t]) = 0 
or n/2, so m(V/C,(t)) <n. As rn(n;;i, V) > r(M, v) = n, this is impossible. 
So O”(C,(Un Up)) < C(V) and hence as Un W&r, Un Ug= 1. 
Notice Q E Syl,(M). If X = Y, then V = U x Up, g E M, impossible as M 
acts on {U, VP} and M has odd order. Hence I@ = r is of order 21. 
Q = [Q, X] C,(X) with Cc(X) = C,(L) = P of class at most 2 and exponent 
at most 4. Let K = (x”), X[Q, X] I! C(U) > C(V), so K = YO,(K). 
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C,(Y) = C,(L) n CQ(Lg) 9 C( V)Y = M, so C,(Y) = 1 and P is a TI-set in 
M. Thus Q = O,(K). [Q/V, X] g E,, , so [Q/V, Y] z E,, and Q is of order 
29. Hence P is of order 8. U = f2,(Z(P)) is of order 2, so P z Q,, or D,. P is 
a TI-set in M, so (P”) is the central product of the groups in p and hence 
has order 2”. As Q is of order 29, this is impossible. 
(11.12) Y has order 21. 
Proof. See (11.5) and (11.11). 
(11.13) Y does not have order 21. 
Proof. Assume Y = (X,P) has order 21. By (11.4) and (ll.ll), 
[L, LR] = 1 or L = Lg. As X< L and L/O,(L) g L,(4), this is impossible. 
Notice (11.12) and (11.13) complete the proof of Theorem 11.1. 
12 
In the first four lemmas in this section, G is a group isomorphic to L,(2”) 
or X2(2”), V is a GF(2)G-module, B is a Bore1 group of G, Z is a subspace 
ofVwithB=N,(Z),andE,,~~<~withm>land[V,A,A]=O. 
(12.1) Lef g E G with G = (A,Ag), E = [V, G] and l?= E/C,(G). Then 
I? = [F, A] @ [ p, Ag], [p, A] = C,-(a)for each a E A#, and CE(U&) = 0. 
Proof. E = [V, A] + [V, Ag] while [V, A] n [V, Ag] < C,(G), since 
G = @,A’) and A is quadratic on V. If a E A# and C,(u) # [p,;A], then 
0 # C(u)n [ p,;Ag]. By we may take G = (u,Ag), so 0 # C,(G), a 
contradiction. Thus C,(u) n C,(ug) = 0, so C~(ud) = 0. 
(12.2) Let L be minimal subject to A < L < G and L 4 B. Then 
(1) [V, L]/C,,,,,(L) is the sum of natural modules for L. 
(2) Zf m > m(Z), then m(L) = m = m(Z) and (B n L)/A is regular on 
P. 
Proof. Without loss, G = L. Adopt the notation of (12.1). By minimality 
of L, G = (A, Ag) for each g E G - B, so by (12.1), each nontrivial element 
of odd order in G acts without fixed points on L?. This yields (1). So take 
m > m(Z) and let X be a subgroup of B of order 2” - 1. If [Z, X] # 1, then 
from the action of G on ,??, m(Z) > m(G) > m(A) > m(Z), so n = m = m(Z) 
and X is regular on Z#. So assume [B, Z] = 1. Then for z E Z”, (z”) is the 
image of the 2transitive permutation module for G, which is incompatible 
with the quadratic action of A. 
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(12.3) Let m > m(Z). Then either 
(1) n = m, or 
(2) n = 2m and G z L,(2”). 
Proof. Let X be a subgroup of B of order (2” - 1)/(2”’ - 1). By (12.2), 
[X, Z] = 1 and (IX], 2” - l)= 1. Also by (12.2), Z = [Z, B], so without 
loss, V = [V, G] and C,(G) = 1. Choose a E A# and h E G so that a inverts 
Xh, and set H = (A, X”). 
Suppose H # G, Hz G(2’7, where G z G(2”), and G = L, or Sz. By 
(12.2) m divides k, so as Xh <H and (IX], 2m - 1) = 1, 2” - 1 divides [HI. 
Hence Hz L,(2k)and n = 2k. As Xh < H, IX] divides 2k + 1 or 2k - 1. Now 
unless k = 3 there is a prime divisor of 2” - 1 which does not divide 2’ - 1 
for i < n, while if k = 3, evidently (X] does not divide 2k - 1. So (X/ divides 
2k+ 1. As (2k+ 1, 2k- l)= 1, k=m, and (2) holds. So take H=G. Thus 
H = (A, Ag), where (aa”) = Xh. Then by (12.1), C,(X) = 0, impossible as 
[X, Z] = 0. 
(12.4) Suppose C,,(A) = C,(a) for each a E A#, m > m(Z), and 
A < U< O,(B). Then U& @,+,(G, V). 
Proof. Assume U E @,+ ,(G, v). Then m(U) > m + 1, so n # m, and by 
(I=), G z L2(29. Now O,(B) = AA b, BEB--N(A), and 
U=A x (A% U). Then C,(A) = C,(U) = C,(Ab f7 U) = C,(Ab), so 
C,(t) = C,(T) for each 1 # t E T E Syl,(B). But then [V, T, T] = 0, so by 
(12.2), m = m(Z) = m( 7’) = 2m, a contradiction. 
In the remainder of this section G is a group, V a faithful GF(Z)G-module, 
A a 2subgroup of G with [V, A, A] = 0, Jy^G(A) = {M}, K = ker,(G), 
G/K zz L,(2”) or Sz(2”), n > 1, E = [V, G], and V/C,(G) = I? Notice that 
as N(A) = {M} and n > 1, A/A n K is noncyclic. 
(12.5) Let gEG-M and aEA-K. Then E=[V,A]+[V,A”], 
E= [p,A]@[v,Ag], [p,A] =C,-(a), and C,(aa”)=O. 
Proof. E = [V, A] + [V, A8 1, while [V,A] n [V,Ag] <C,(G), as 
G= (A, Ag) and A is quadratic on V. If C,(a)# [p,A], then 
0 # C(a) n [p, Ag]. But G = (a, Ag), so 0 # C,-(G), a contradiction. Thus 
C,(a) n Cg(a”) = 0, so CE(aag) = 0. 
(12.6) K = O,(G). 
Proof. Replacing V by a suitable chief section we may assume G is 
irreducible on V. Then O,(G) = 1, so K = O(K), and A f’? K = 1. By (12.5), 
C,(A) = C,(a) for each a E A”, so as A is noncyclic [A, K] = 1. Then 
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G = (A’) < C(K), so K = Z(G). As the multiplier of G/K is a 2-group, 
K= 1. 
(12.7) Each noncentral G-chief factor on V is the natural module for 
G/K. 
Proof Without loss G is irreducible on V, so K = 1 by (12.6). Also each 
nontrivial element of G of odd order acts without fixed points on V by 
(12.5), so V is the natural module for G. 
(12.8) Let U < C,(A) with M = NC(U). Then U < [V, A] + C,(G). 
ProoJ Let Z = U + C,(G). Then [A, Z] = 0 and Z 4 M. If Z II G, then 
G = (A’) < C(Z) < C(U), a contradiction. So M = NC(Z) and replacing U 
by Z we may take C,(G) < U. Similarly replacing V by V/C,(G) we may 
take C,(G) = 0. 
Let X be a subgroup of M of order 2” - 1. If U= [U, X], then 
U < C,(A) = [ V, A 1. So we may take u E C,(X)“. Let V0 = (u”) and 
U,, = Un V,,. If U,, g G, then G = (A’) centralizes U,,, so u E U,, < 
C,(G) = 0. Thus M = NG(U,,) and replacing V, U by V,, U,, we may take 
v= (UC). 
C,(X) = 0, so u E E. Let W we a G-submodule of V maximal subject to 
E 4 W, and set V* = V/W. If U* d G, then G = (A’)< C(U*), so 
P = (U*“) < C(G) and then E < W. So M = N,(U*) and replacing V by 
v* we may take W = 0. 
Then G is irreducible on E, so [E, K] = 0. V= (u”) = (u) + [V, G] = 
(u) + E. If [u, K] # 0, then as G is irreducible on E, E = [u, K]. But 
U 4 M > K, so E < U < C(A), a contradiction. Thus [V, K] = 0, so K = 1. 
Let TE Syl,(M). Then a,(T) = (A”‘) < C(U) < C(u), so there is a G- 
complement F to E in V. Now F < C,(G) = 0, a contradiction. 
(12.9) Let U< C,(A) with M=N,(U). Then U= C,(G) + ([V,A] f7 U), 
so if U is a TI-set under G, then U < [V, A]. 
Proof: Let X be a subgroup of M of order 2” - 1. Then 
U= [U, Xl 0 C,(X). C,(X) < (C,(G) + [A, V]) n C(X) < C,(G) by (12.5) 
and (12.8). [U, X] ,< C,(A) = [V, A] by (12.5). 
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13 
In this section we assume the following hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS 13.1 G is a group, V is a faithful GF(2)G-module, r is a 
G-invariant set of elementary abelian 2subgroups of G, and i = i(G, V) is a 
positive integer. Assume for each A E T that A n O’(G) = 1 and that there is 
a subspace V(A) of V such that 
(13.1.1) No(A)=N,(V(A))and V(A)nV(B)=OfordistinctA,BET. 
(13.1.2) IfB<A with m(A/B)<i, then [C,(B),A]< V(A). 
(13.1.3) A is quadratic on V. 
We will be considering the semidirect product VG of V and G. 
(13.2) Assume m(A) < i for each A E T and let R be the collection of 
subgroups AV(A) of VG as A ranges over r. Then 
(1) If A and B are distinct members of I’, then A V(A) n B V(B) = 1. 
(2) If A and B are in r, then either [A V(A), BV(B)] = 1 or A is 
conjugate to B in (A, B). 
(3) If G is transitive on r, then, in the notation of Section 7, 
Q=Q(VG, V) and (V(A):AET)=I(VG, V). 
Proof: For A E r let U(A) = AV(A). Suppose 1 # u E U(A) n U(B) 
while AfB. u=av, aEA, uE V(A). By (13.1.1), a# 1, SO 
1 # [u, V] = [a, V]. As m(A)< i, [a, V] < V(A) by (13.1.2). Hence 
1 # [u, V] < V(A) n V(B), contradicting (13.1.1). Hence (1) holds. Part (l), 
(7.1), and (13.1.1) imply (2). Part (1) implies part (3) since An O,(G) = 1. 
(13.3) Let X be an A-invariant subgroup od odd order. Then 
]A: C,(X)1 < 2. 
ProoJ Assume not. Then by (3.13) we may take D = C,(X) of index 4 
in A and AX= D X G, X G,, Gi = (ai,Xi) g D2Pi, pi prime, ai EA, 
Xi=Xn Gi, and [Gi, V, G,-i] = 1. But now B = D(a2) is a hyperplane of 
A centralizing U = [G,, V], so 1 # [U, a,] < V(A) n U < C(G,) by (13.1.2). 
Hence by (13.1. l), G, < N(A), impossible as a2 & O,(G,). 
(13.4) Let X = [X, A] be a nontrivial p-subgroup of G of exponent p > 2 
and class at most 2. Then X z Z, or p’ “. 
Proof. By (13.3), C,(X) is a hyperplane of A. Replacing V by 
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C,(C,(X)) and G by X(a), a E A - C(X), we may assume G = X4 and A is 
of order 2. Now appeal to (13.2) and (7.6). 
14 
In this section assume the hypothesis of Section 6 with V,, # 1. In 
addition, assume 
HYPOTHESIS 14.1. If X is a subgroup of M with C,(V) < X and 
M = XC,(P), then A(X) = {M}. C(V,) 4 C( tp. 
(14.2) Let V, < V,,, V, 4 M, P = C(n f7 C( V,,), and A a subgroup of P 
inducing the full group of transvections with centers in V, and Jixed axis 
C,(A) on V. Let Vz be a complement to V, in V,, and jr the set of subgroups 
F of V with V= FV,, and F f’J V,, = V,. Then C,(V/V,) transitive on x, so 
iVv( V2) = C,( V/V,)(N,( V,) fl N(F)) for each F E 27 
ProoJ: Let V, < V,, V, a hyperplane of V, with V, < V,, v* = V/V,, 
V,<U<Vwith V=UV,and UnV,=V,,Q=C,(U/V,)r7C(V/V,),and 
R = C,(P). Then Q/R induces a group of transvections on u* with center 
V$. We show C,,,(Q) = e, so that m(Q/R) = m(F) - 1 = m(n = n. Then 
setting k = m(V,) and proceeding by induction on m(V/V,) we conclude that 
for FE X. (FcP(yIyl)] = 2”k = (Sr], so that the lemma follows. 
Let W= C,(A). Then for v E V - W and z E V, there is a E A with 
[v, a] = z. As M is irreducible on p, for each u E V - V, there is g E M and 
b E Ag with [u, b] = z. In particular, this holds for u E U- V,, and 
z E (V, - I’,) n I/,, so as AM E P, the proof is complete. 
(14.3) Assume m(V,)= 1. Then r(M, V) > I. 
Proof. By hypothesis 1 C,(p) : C,(V)] is even, so there is a E C(n 
inducing an involutory automorphism on V. As m(V,,) = 1, (a) induces the 
group of transvections with axis C,(a) and center V, on V. Hence (14.2) and 
Hypothesis 14.1 complete the proof. 
(14.4) Let R E Syl,(C,(p)). Then C,(R) Q V,. 
Proof. Assume v E C,(R) - VO. Then E = (v(Mm(R))) < C(R) and as M 
is irreducible on p, V = EV,. Hence there is an R-complement to V, in V 
and therefore a C, (p) complement U to V, in V. Then [U, C(p)] < 
U n V, = 1. Let u E U#. By hypothesis V = (u”‘), so V is centralized by 
C(p), contradicting ( C,( 0: C,,,(V)] even. 
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(14.5) Assume Hypothesis 14.1 and suppose VP E O’(V) with 
[Vi, Vn W] 4 V,. Then 
(1) m(V/VnW)= 1 and r(M, V)=m(V,,) 
(2) V, = V, n W 4 M and [C(p), V] < V, . 
Proof. Let U=VnMg, B=VgnM, E=UnB, and n=m(V/U). 
L = (V, v”) is described in (6.5). Suppose n # 1 and let Y be a subgroup of 
prime order q in Mn Mg n L with q dividing 2” - 1. Then E = C,(Y) is a 
complement to V,, in V by (6.5). Let Y < Q E Syl,(C( p)). Then E = C,(Q), 
so by (14.1) and a Frattini argument, N,(E) GM, contradicting V gA4. 
so n=l. Let D= VOnMg, C = fi n M, and M* = M/C,& V). 
C(V,,) 4 C(r) by Hypothesis 14.1, so as V = (z?) for u E V - V,,, 
V= [V, C(V,,)]. H ence there is h E C(V,J with W = C,(C) # W”. Now C 
and Ch centralize V/D and D, so .3? = (C*, C*“) = C* x C*h. Let 
Y = C,(Z), where Z = V,,( W n w”). X induces a group of transvections on Z 
with axis W n Wh and [X, I] < D, while C* is faithful on I, so X/Y g C*. 
Then YE C*, so Y” is the group of transvections with axis Z and centers in 
D. 
Let V, = (D““), A the subgroup of C(V,J n C(p) inducing transvections 
with axis Z and centers in V, , and V, a complement to V, in V,, . Claim that 
the hypotheses of (14.2) are satisfied. This is clear if D = V,, for then 
A* = Yy”. On the other hand, if k E A4 - N(D), then D is fused to Dk in 
(C, C”) < C(n>, so we may take k E C( 0 < N(Z), and hence A* = r*pk, 
as required. 
Choose E < F < V and V2 with V = FV,, and F n V,, = V,. C is transitive 
on the complements to D in V,,, so by (14.2), M = C,,(V/V,) N,(F), where 
P=C(p). Now if V, = V,, then E = F and N,(E) < A4 by (14.1), a 
contradiction. So V, = V, n Mg A M. Suppose [C(P), V] 4 V,. M is 
irreducible on P and M = C,(V/V,) N,(F), so N(F) n C(p)/C(V) is 
elementary of rank m(p) and regular on the complements to V, in F. In 
particular, N,(F) = N,(E)(N(F) n C(n), so A4 = N,(E) C(p) and 
Hypothesis 14.1 supplies a contradiction. 
(14.6) Let gE G-M. Then m(C,,,(~, V)>m(Vpn V). 
ProojI Let x E C(p) with 0 < m(V/C,(x)) < m(Vi n v). Then 1 # I$ n 
vn C(x), so as V, is a TI-set, x acts on q. Thus [x, c n V] ,< 
G n V,, = 1. Now x centralizes ((G n V)“) = Y, a contradiction. 
(14.7) Assume VB E O’, U=VniW, B=VgnM, E=UnB, n= 
m(V/U) > 1. [Vfj, U] Q V,,, and Y is a subgroup of (V, Vp)nMr?M of 
order 2” - 1. Then 
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(1) N,(X) = C( lqN,(Z) n N(E)) and C( V,) n N(X) = (C( V,) n 
C( r))(N(x) Cl C( V,) n N(E)) for each 1 # X < Y. 
(2) N(E) contains a Sylow q-subgroup of YC( p) for each q E n(Y). 
(3) ICiAB)7 Yl Q WC,-(W)* 
Proof As VpEd’, (V, VP) is described in (6.5). In particular, 
E = C,(X) for each 1 #X < Y, so that (1) and (2) hold. If B= 1, then by 
(6.5), V= V,,E, so (3) is clear; otherwise, VP E @* by (6.5), so by (6.4), 
I? = Cp(B), and (3) follows from the Thompson lemma. 
(14.8) Let VpE b*, B= VpnM, CT= VnMg, E=UnB, and -- 
n=m(V/U).Assume lfX4Mwith [X,B]=l. Then 
(1) n > 1 and X is abelian of exponent dividing 2” - 1. 
(2) Ifp E z(X), then N,(E) contains a Sylow p-subgroup of X. 
Proof. X acts on (p/C,-(B)) n C(B) = ~/C@) by (6.4.4). Hence X acts 
on 0. As M is irreducible on p, P = [v, X], so n > 1. Let Y be a subgroup 
of Mn Mg n (V, Vg) of order 2” - 1. By (14.7.3), [x, Y] = 1. As F is 
regular on (V/u)?+, X/CdV/U) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Y, so as M is 
irreducible on P and X g M, (1) holds. Part (2) follows from (I), (14.7.1), 
and (14.7.2). 
(14.9) Let m = m(ii?, p),, VP E BX, B = VP n M and D <B with 
m(B/D) < m - n. Then 
(1) m(B)>m-n, soD# 1. 
(2) Cp(D) = Cp(B) and C,(B) = C,(D). 
(3) BE am-,@, Q. 
Proof As VP E @*, B# 1, so m(p/Cp(B)) > m. By (6.4.5), m(B) = 
m( v/C@)) - k, where k = m(l/glB). k < n, so (1) holds. By (6.4.3), 
CdD) = C,(D)/ Vo . Next m( VplD) = m( F/B) + m(B/D) < m, so 
[C,,(D), B] < q n V = 1. and (2) holds. Evidently (2) implies (3). 
(14.10) Let A < V, m(V/A) = i, A act on an abelian 2-group E, B <A 
with m(A/B) + i < min{r(M, V), m(#, n} = n. Then either 
(1) [C,(B),A] = 1, or 
(2) 1 # [C,(B), A] < E n V,, and A is quadratic on E. 
Proof. As m(A/Bj+ i < n, [C,(B), A] Q V,, n E, so the lemma holds. 
(14.11) Let g E G -M and R be a 4-group in Vn VP with T,,,(G) GM. 
LetX,<Mwith)V:C,(X)]=2and[V,X],<V,,. Then 
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(1) [V,X] has order 2. 
(2) g* 6zM. 
P~OOJ As V= (u”) for each u E V- V,, there exists h E Mg with 
[Ph,R] # 1. As 1 V: C,(X)] = 2, 1 # CR(Cgh), so Xgh <M. Thus D = 
[l/p, Xg”] = [R, Xg”] < Vp n I’. By (14.6), D is of order 2. Suppose g* E M. 
Then as l#V$nV, l#v,,nV=E. Let kEMg with [E,Xpk]#l. 
1 # [Pk, E] < VP n V,,, a contradiction. 
15 
In this section assume the hypothesis of Section 6 with V, # 1 and G of 
characteristic 2-type with all 2-locals Z-group. Also assume 
HYPOTHESIS 15.1. Hypothesis 14.1 holds. d(N*(Q)) = {M} for 
QE S~lz(G,(v)). 
THEOREM 15.2. If m(i@, r) > 1 then r(M, V) > m(V,,). 
Assume Theorem 15.2 is false and let U < V with C,(U) $ M and 
m(V/U) = r(M, v) < m( V,). Then un V,, = 1 as V, is a TI-set in G, so 
r(M, P’) = m( V,,) and U is a complement to V, in V. Let S E Syl,(C,,,(U)). 
(15.3) m(VJ > 1. 
Proof. See (14.3). 
(15.4) w&c Vo) < C(v). 
Proof. As V,, is a TI-set, W,(S, V,,) centralizes V,, and hence also 
centralizes V, U = V. 
(15.5) (1) 4~,+f(~oP9 Vo))) = PI* 
(2) s E SYMGW))~ 
Proof. Hypothesis 15.1 and (15.4) imply (I); (1) implies (2). 
(15.6) Vo dZ WC,(u)). 
Proof. Let H = C,(v) and assume V,, < O,(H). Then H E x0, in the 
notation of Section 8. By (5.10) there is A = Vi < S and X < H such that 
K = ker,(X) contains a Sylow 2-group of ker,(H), A 4 K, and N&A*) = 
1wnJ9*1, where X* =X/K. Choose X minimal subject to these 
properties. Then X = (Ax) O,(K). Without loss, T = S n X E Syl,(X). Set 
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E = (CyO(~‘). Then C,(E) <K. By (8.2), A is faithful on E, so by (8.1) 
C,(A) = Ci(a) for each a E A#. As A is noncyclic this forces [A, K] < C(E), 
so X = (Ax) O,(K) centralizes K/C(E) and by (5.9), K = C,(E) and 
K* g L,(2”) or Sz(2”). Applying (12.2) to the action of X* on E with 
Z = V, n E, we conclude m(A) = n, Z = V,, and if q is a prime divisor of 
2”- 1 and YE Syl,(XnM), then Z= [Z, Y]. As [U, Y] = 1, U=C,(Y) 
and Y < C(q. Let Y < Q E Syl,(C( q). Then U = C,(Q), so 
Hypothesis 14.1 and a Frattini argument imply N&U) < M, a contradiction. 
By (15.3), (15.5), and (15.6), C(U) E R -X0, in the notation of 
Section 8. By (15.5) and (8.6) 
(15.7) w&3, V,) = v,. 
Set V, = V, f7 O,(C(U)). By (14.5) 
(15.8) m(V,,/V,) = 1, V, 4 M, and [C(F), V,] < V,. 
Let ia be the set of subgroups H of G with S <H, V 4 O,(H), and 
((UV,)H) abelian. C,(U) E y, so 9 is nonempty. 
(15.9) Let H E Y’. Then V0 is weakly closed in M with respect to H. 
Proof: Suppose g E H-M with Vp GM. Let Z = ((UV,)H). Vp acts on 
ZnV=UV, and ZnV<C(Vp;)<hF. Then [ZnV,V$],<VnG. For 
hE C(U)-M, m(V/C#-f))= 1 by (15.8), so m(Vn v”)< 1 by (14.6). 
Hence m( p/Cp( J$)) < I < m(li;i, 0, so l$<C(p). Hence [Vp,ZnV]< 
V,, n Vp = 1, so Vp < S. This contradicts (15.7). 
(15.10) Let HE 9, V, <P E Syl,(H), and H minimal subject to 
P < H E F. Let K = (e), Z = (Vy), and K* = K/Z. Then 
(1) P<Mand H=KP. 
(2) ZU is abelian and K* g D,, or Z,/p”’ for some prime p. 
Proof. As HE 40, ZU is abelian. As 1 V, : V, 1 = 2, c is of order 2. By 
(15.9) and the Z* theorem, P < M and K* = O(K*) e. By (8.3), (7.6), and 
minimality of H, H = KP and O(K*) z Z, or p’+‘. 
(15.11) Assume the hypothesis and notation of (15.10) and set T = Pn 
WI n c(v,), Q = QAKT>, Z = Q,(Z(J(Q)), and let C’,(p) < 
R E Syl,(C,( 0). Then 
(1) Q=Zx C,(K). 
(2) C,,(Y) = CAJ’J x C,(K). 
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(3) IfP=S then UV,<ZgR. 
(4) R d3. 
Proof. Let XE Syl,(K). Tn K E Syl,(K), so T is Sylow in KT. I = 
[X, Q] = O,(K), so Q = C,(X) X I. Let u E V, with X= [X, v]. Then 
[C,(x>9 VI < Gp,J = 1, so C,(m = C,(K) and (1) holds. V< C,,(V,,) = 
C,(K) X C,( V,) and [C,(K), V] < C,JK) = 1, as T< C(o,, so (2) holds. 
Suppose P= S. Then UV, <a,(Z(Q)) < Z. From (15.10) either 
@‘(T) E Q or K E S, and KT = C,(K) X K. In the latter case set D = C,(V). 
Then Q(D) = @(C,(K)) a KT, while if @(D) # 1 then N,(@(D)) <M by 
(15.1) as DE Syl,(C,(V)). So G(D) = 1 and @PI(T)= {D, C,(K)I}. As 
N,(T) < N(D) we conclude in any case that N,(T) < N(Z). But by (15.8), R 
acts on UV, and V, and hence also on C,(UV,) = T. So Z 4 R. 
Finally assume R < P. Let g E C(u) - M. Then UV, = C,(x) for each x 
in (q)#. As V = (U“‘) there is an M-conjugate B of Vi in R with [B, U] f 1. 
Notice B < T. 
If K* z D,, then C,(K) is a complement to V, in V and hence nontrivial. 
But R acts on C,(K), against (14.4). So O(K*)r pl+*, and C,(K) = 1 by 
(14.4). Therefore UV, = [ UV, , Y] where Y = Xn M, since r* = Z(K*). 
Also by (7.15), m(B) > 1. As UV, = [UV,, Y], C,(r)= 1, so [B, r*] = 1. 
Thus m(B/C,(K*)) < 1, so as m(B) > 1, B n Q # 1. But Q = Z x C,(K) and 
[C,(K), U] < C,&K) = 1, so Q < C(u). This is impossible as 
U ki C,(B) = CAB n Q>. 
We now derive a contradiction and establish Theorem 15.2. For by 
(15.11.3) there exists HE 9 with R < H. However this contradicts 
(15.11.4). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 15.2. 
16 
In this section assume the hypothesis of Section 15 with m(a, n > 1. 
(16.1) Let U < V with m( p/m < WI@?, n. Then W,(C,(U), V) < C(V). 
Proof. Assume A = l/p < C,(v) with [A, V] # 1. As rn(p/o < m(ii?, 0, 
A < C(o). Hence for u E V, m(A/C,(u)) < m(V,), so by Theorem 15.2, v E 
C(C,(U))<AP’. Then [V,A] < V,nA and [VnC@),A] Q V,,f7 Vp= 1. It 
follows that the hypotheses of Section 13 are satisfied with respect to the 
action of M/C(A) = (kP)* on A with Z = PM”, i = m(P), and 
V(F)= V,,nA. We conclude from (13.2) and (7.11) that MnMg is 
ireducible on P*, so either V, < C(A) or V$ = P. 
In the first case A centralizes UV,, so m(C(r), V) < m(V/UV,) < m(M, n>, 
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so by (14.6) m(V, n A) < m(k, 0. As [V, A] < V, nA it follows that 
v< C(A), so [V,A] = 1. 
So V$ = F. Let h E Mg with (V,, Vt) =X not a 2-group. [ Vt nM, 
VnMh]< vn b$= 1 as vkMh. Thus v=C,(A)v,,=(vnMh)vo= 
C,(O,(X))V,, acts on X and VX= C,,(X) x X= (Vn vh) x X, so that 
(15.2) supplies a contradiction. 
THEOREM 16.2. rM,V)&m(M,~+m(V,). 
Until the proof of Theorem 16.2 is complete let U < V with C,(U) 4 M 
and m(V/v)=r(M,V)<m(li;j,,+m(V,). As C(u)4M, V,nu=l, SO 
m(p/o < m(l@, 0 and hence 
(16.3) O”(C,(v)) < C(n. 
Let S E Syl,(CM(cT)). 
(16.4) (1) 4~,,,(~&% v))) = {Ml. 
(2) s E SYl,(G(~). 
Proof. Part (1) follows from (16.1) and Hypothesis (15.1). Part (1) 
implies part (2). 
Let Y be the set of subgroups H of C,(V) with S < H but H 4 M. 
(16.5) Assume H E Ip with V 4 O,(H) and set I = ((Vn O,(H))H), 
H* = H/I. Then 
(1) I is abelian. 
(2) m(F) = m(F/D) < m(n;i, 0. 
(3) IfgEH with [V,vP]#l then VgEB1(V), U=Vnp, and 
CJV, = vn Mg. 
(4) Vo < O,(H). 
(5) Hypothesis (13.1) is satisfied with respect to the action of H* on I 
with r=(F)“, i=m(F), and V(F)= V,,. 
Proof: Let 2 = V n O,(H). O,(H) < C( 0, so for g E H - M, [Z, Zg] < 
V,, n Vi = 1 and (1) follows. Indeed [I, V] < V0 n I, so (5) holds, except 
with V, n Z in place of V,. Now by (13.2) and (7.1 l), H n M is irreducible 
on F, so vy’ = G or V, < O,(H). 
Assume V$ = Crx and let g E H with X = (V,,, V$) not a 2-group. Then 
V=ZV,with [Z,InG]<ZnI$=l,as V~Mg.SoVX=(Vn~)xX, 
contradicting Theorem 15.2. 
So (4) and (5) hold and m(F) < m(p/o < m(a, q. Now if g E H with 
[V, Vg] # 1 then by (16.1) and (6.6), VpEBl(V). Also V”nM<C(n, so 
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[VnM,V]<voI,I$, and hence by (6.Q vnMg=(vnv)VO. 
H,<C(U),soU,<Vn~.Asr(M,V)=m(V/U),U=Vn~. 
(16.6) Let H be a minimal member of ip, assume V c& O,(H), and adopt 
the notation of (16.5) with n = m(F) and K = (v”). Then H = SK and 
either 
(1) K* g L,(2”), Sz(2”), or (S)U3(2”), n > 1, or 
(2) p is of order 2, K* = v*O(K*) and O(K*) z Zp orp’+*. 
Proof. This follows from (16.5), (13.2), (7.1 I), (8.5), and minimality of 
H. 
For A E f@ n S and HE P let .G(A, H) be the set of subgroups X of H 
such that ker,(X) contains a Sylow 2-group of ker,(H), A 4 ker,(X), and 
&*(A*) = {(Mnx)*}, where P = X/ker,(X). By (5.10) and (16.4), 
g(H, A) is nonempty for some A E P n S. 
HYPOTHESIS 16.7. H is a minimal member of 9, A = VP < S, X is a 
minimal member ofg(H, A), K = ker,(X), T E Syl,(Xn M), E = (CvO(T)‘). 
Xa =X/C,(E), B = q. n = rn(v/o and Z= ((Vn O,(X))“). 
Assume Hypothesis 16.7 in lemmas (16.8) through (16.14). 
(16.8) C,(E) < K alzd X = (Ax) O,(K). 
Proof. C,(E) < A4 and C,(E) II X, so C,(E) <K. The second remark 
follows from minimality of X. 
(16.9) Assume the hypothesis and notation of (16.6) and set 
HP = H/C,(Z). Then m(A/?) < n. 
Proof. As A/l is faithful on K * this follows from (16.6) unless 
K* z (S)U,(2”) or Z,/p”* and m(A/3) = n + 1. But as [A, V] = 1 the latter 
cases are impossible by (7.15) and (7.16), considering the action of A on I. 
(16.10) If Vg O,(H) then A = V. 
Proof. We may assume the hypothesis and notation of (16.6). By (16.9) 
m(AP) < n. By (8.1) and (8.2), either [I, B] = 1 and A is quadratic on Z or B 
is faithful on I. But by (16.5.5), (13.2), (16.6), and (7.1), n Q m(V,), so by 
Theorem 15.2, 06 v) > n and hence Z < C(C,(Z)) < N(B). Thus 
[B, Z] < C,(Z) = 1, a contradiction. 
So [I, B] = 1 and A is quadratic on I. Let h E H - A4. As m(A,!l) < n < 
m(li;i, 9) > m(V’/V” n Z), V” E b’(A) by (6.6), so A is conjugate to Vh in 
(A, v”) by (6.5), and hence to V in H. But V is weakly closed in S with 
respect to H by (16.6), so V = A. 
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(16.11) ZJ B n E = 1 then Ka = 1 and Aa E @,(Xa, E), where m = 
min( n + m(V,), m(li?, T)} > n. 
Proof. n + m( V,) = r(M, V), so for D <A with m(A/D) < m, 
[C,(D), A] < B n E = 1. Hence Aa E a,(Xa, E). m > 1, so [Aa, Ka] = 1 
and hence Ka = 1 as Xa = (Aa*) and the multiplier of X/K is trivial. Here 
we are using (5.9) to conclude X/Kg L2(2k) or SZ(~~). 
(16.12) If V< O,(H) then [B, E] = 1. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then B is faithful on E and C,(B) = C,(b) for 
each b E B# by (8.1) and (8.2). By (12.4) and (16.1 l), n < m < m(B). Let 
Y<x with JY;(B)= {YnM}. By (12.3), Y/YnKzL,(2’) or Sz(2’) 
r = m(B). By (12.7) and (12.9) applied to the action of Y on Z, V = C,(Y) + 
([I, B] n V) and each noncentral Y-chief factor on Z is the natural module 
for Y/Y n K. But U < C,(Y) and m( r/o = n < r, so V,, = V, @ C,(Y). This 
is impossible as Y 4 M but r(A4, V) > r. 
(16.13) If V< O,(H) then B n E # 1. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. By (16.12), [B, E] = 1, so B centralizes 
F = (Vt) and A is quadratic on F. Suppose m@?, n > m(B). Then by 
(16.1 l), m(Aa) > m(B) and applying (12.2) with V, n E in the role of 2 we 
have a contradiction. So m(ii;i, 0 <m(B). Let Y,<X with 
.qA)={YnM}, hE Y-M. 
Claim [v”, B] = 1. If not, as B,<C(p’) and [B,U?$]= 1, 
m(C(o, v) < n. But by (12.9) applied to the action of Y on F, V, <A. 
Hence m(C( n, V) > m(B) > n by (14.6). 
So (B, V”] = 1 and thus [B, I] = 1. Therefore A is quadratic on I. By 
(12.7) and (12.9) applied to the action of Y on I, V= C,(Y) + ([Z,A] n V) 
and each noncentral Y-chief factor on Z is natural. But U < C,,(Y) so 
m(V/C,(Y) V,,) <n < m < m(Aa) < m(Y/Yn K), so v= v, 0 C,(Y), 
contradicting r(M, V) > m(V,,). 
(16.14) V$ O,(H). 
Proof Assume otherwise. By (16.13), B n E # 1. So A is quadratic on I. 
Let Y < X with Ju;,(A) = { Yn M}. If m(Aa) > n then (12.7), (12.9), and 
r(M, V) > m(V,J supply a contradiction. So m(Aa) ,< n < m(l@, p). Let 
hE Y-M. Then [AhnM,V]<AhnVO= 1 as A’kM. But 
m(Ah/Ahn M)< m(Aa) < m(fi, n,, so by (16.1), Ah Q C(V) Q M, a con- 
tradiction. 
(16.15) W,,(S, V’) = V. 
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Proof. Let H be a minimal member of 9 and A the set of G conjugates 
of V contained in H but not O,(H). By minimality of H, N,((AH n S)) < M 
for each A EA. So by (5.10), each orbit of H on A has representative A in S 
with g(H,A) nonempty. Hence (16.10) and (16.14) imply V’=A and 
V=(V’nS). Now if (V@,S)- V=T is nonempty then by (16.4), 
H < N&r) < M, a contradiction. 
Let T= Cs(V,) and S < R E Syl,(C,(o). 
(16.16) Assume the hypothesis and notation of (16.6) and set 
Q = Q,(KT) and 2 = Q,(Z(.Z(Q))). Then UV, < Z g R. 
Proof. VI < T and by (16.6) either S n K = VI or K* = Sz(2”) or 
(S)U,(2”) and a Hall 2’-subgroup Y of Kn A4 acts irreducibly on 
(SnK)/VI, so VI=TnKand T=(VI)C,(Y) with C,(Y)<C,(Y)<Q. In 
the first case T nK E Syl,(K) so T E Syl,(TK) and Q < T. In the second 
Q=C,(Y)I<T. SO in any case Q < T. Then I < Z(Q) and UV,, < I < Z. 
Now unless K* zL,(2”) and m(V,,) = n, @(T) c Q, so Z = Ll,(Z(J(T))). In 
the latter case QK = C,(K)K and setting D = C,(V), Q(D) = 
@(C,(K)) g K, while if @(D) # 1 then N&@(D)) < A4 by Hypothesis 15.1. 
So @(D) = 1 and a( 7) = {Z, D}. Hence as D 4 N,(T), also Z a NM(T). 
So in any case Z a N,(T). But [R, V] < V,, so R acts on UV, and then 
on T= C,(UV,,), so Z g R. 
Let % be the set of subgroups H of G with R < H, C,(U) 4 M, and 
(( UV,,)“) abelian. By (16.16), % is nonempty. 
(16.17) m(l$/E,V)<nforeachgEG-M. 
Proof. Let hEC(U)-M. Then by 16.5, Vt < C(n with 
m(V/C,( P$)) = n. So (14.6) completes the proof. 
(16.18) Let HE -9, R <P E Syl,(H). Then 
(1) IfgEH with Rg<P then gEM. 
(2) P<M. 
Proof. We may take g E H-M with [R, Rg] <R n Rg and VP 4 RRg. 
By 14.4, C,(R) < V,,, so VB, n V = 1. Let Z = ((f-W,,)“>. Z is abelian so 
Z<S. Hence [VnZ, V] < qn V= 1. Thus as m(P’p’nZ) < m@?, 0, 
VP < C,(V) <S by (16.1). This contradicts (16.15). 
(16.19) Let H E Q, Z = ((UV,)“), and H* = H/I. Then Hypothesis 
(13.1) is satisfied with respect to the action of H* on Z with r= (v*)“, 
i = m(V*), and V(F) = V,. 
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Proof. As Z is abelian, Z < C,(U) = S, so [I, V] < V0 and the lemma 
holds. 
(16.20) Let H be a minimal member of Q, Z= ((UV,)“), K = (V”), 
H* = H/Z, n = m(V/V nZ), and R < P E Syl,(H). Then 
(1) VHnP= VandH=KR. 
(2) K* s L,(2”), Sz(2”), or (S)U,(2”), n > 1, or n = 1, 
K* = V*O(K*), and O(K*) = [O(K*), V*] g Z, or pl’ *. 
Proof. By (16.18), P<M. So by (16.19) and (13.2) we may apply 
Section 7 and (8.5). Assume (16.20) is false. If (v”, P”) is a 2-group then 
by (7.1), [Vp,VnZ]=l,so by (16.1) [V,Vp]=l.Then vP<S,so V=vP 
by (16.15). Hence p n P = V, while H = KR by minimality of H. Indeed as 
p n P = V, (2) holds by (7.11), (7.6), and minimality of H. Thus the proof 
is complete. 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 16.2. 
Assume the hypothesis and notation of (16.20) and let g E C,,,(U) -M 
and L = (V, VP). Then UV, = C,(x) for each x E (Vi)? As M is irreducible 
on P is an M-conjugate B of q in R with [B, U] # 1. 
If L = K then B acts on C,(L) = U and [B, U] < Un V, = 1, a 
contradiction. So L # K and by (16.6) and (16.20), either L* g L,(2”) and 
K” z (S)U,(2”), or L* r D,, and O(K*) E p It*. Let k=m(V,). By (7.13) 
and (7.15), k > 2n. Let Q = O,(BK). If n > 1 then m(Aut(K*)) = n + 1 so 
B n Q # 1. If n = 1, then Z(K*) acts faithfully on UV,,/V,,, or else 
U= C,(K) is B-invariant. Hence as B < R, B centralizes Z(K*), so again 
B n Q # 1. However B n Q acts on L and then on C,(L) = U. So 
[U,BnQ]<UnV,,=l,whereas U$C,(B)=C,(BnQ). 
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 16.2. 
(16.21) on(V) g@*(V)for n < m(n;i, q. 
ProoJ See (6.6), (6.5), and Theorem 16.2. 
(16.22) Let m = m(ic?, p), j=ifk<m, X_aM with 
[@,-,(#, n>, x] = 1, and either 
(a) X= E(z), or 
(b) x= O,(x) and either d is nonabelian, p > 2j - 1, or 
.X(PC( V)) = (M} for P E Syl,(X). 
Let H < G with P*(H) = O,(H) and S E Syl,(H). Then 
(1) fl Aut,(L)L EjT for each L E gX(H), then H = 
NH(wI(s)) cH(cj(s>>* 
(2) If H E &, then H = (N&V,(S)), C,(C,(S))). 
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Proof. Assume false. By Theorem 16.2, r(M, v) > m. By (6.9) and (4.5) 
we may take A = VP E q(V). By (16.2 I), A E d*. Set B = A n M. By 
(14.91, BE am-j(N q4 so by hypothesis [B, X] = 1. Now (14.8) supplies a 
contradiction. 
17 
In this section we assume the hypotheses of Section 15, let T E Syl,(M) E 
Syl,(G) and C,(z) < M but C,(z) 4 W f or each involution z in the center of 
T and each g E G -M. Assume also 
HYPOTHESIS 17.1. H < G with F*(H) = O,(H) and T< H. rf p is an 
odd prime with m,(H) > 3 then m,(H n W) < 1 for each g E G. 
THEOREM 17.2. Let H be solvable and m(M, q > 2. Then H = (H n M) 
NHWdT)). 
Assume H is a minimal counter example to Theorem 17.2. Set E = 
(Q,(Z(T))H) and H* = H/C,(E). C(E) < C(V, n Z(7)) < M, so there is 
A E Ti(T), i < 1, with A* # 1. Let A = VP n T. By minimality of H, (4.3), 
and (4.4) 
(17.3) C,(E) is 2-closed, H* = pF(H*), and H = TX, where X is a p- 
group of exponent p and class at most 2. 
H is solvable so A* & @,(H*, E). Hence by (14.10), 1 # I$ n E = V(A) 
so that 
(17.4) The pair H*, E satisfy Hypothesis 13.1 with F the collection of 
subgroups B* # 1 with B = V” n H of index at most 2 in V” and x E G. 
(17.5) A* is of order 2 and K* = (A*H) is the direct product of groups 
KT, 1 < i < r, permuted transitively by T, with F*(KT) = z z Z, or p” ’ 
and A* E Syl,(KT). 
Proof. By (13.3), A* has order 2, so (13.2), (7.5), and (7.6) complete the 
proof. 
(17.6) Either 
(1) Xr gZp and r < 2, or 
(2) X* gp’+* and r= 1. 
ProoJ This follows from Hypothesis 17.1 and (17.5). 
(17.7) Zf r= 1 then A = V. 
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ProoJ If r = 1 then A a T, so as Cc(z) < It4 but C,(z) 4 Mg for 
z E O,(Z(T))# and g E G -M, the remark follows. 
LetxEXr-Wandifr=2lethETwithK,=K:. 
(17.8) A nA”# I. 
Proof. Let B =A n O,(H) and 1 =A nAX. Then [B, BX] <A n A” = 1, 
so as rn(Ff, V) > 2 > m(Vp, B”) < VE,. But VP” E @r(P) and then 
VP" E 8*(V) by (16.21). Hence by (6.4.4), BX< G$(Vn Vgx). As 
AnA”= and(~:~~/2,wegetm(~)3,contradictingm(ii?, 0)>2. 
(17.9) Z(H) = 1 
ProoJ: C,(z) < M for each z E f’J,(Z(T))“. 
(17.10) Ifr= 1 then X* z p’+‘. 
Proof. If not 1 # Vn v” n Z(H) by (17.7) and (17.8), contradicting 
(17.9). 
(17.11) Let F=a,(Z(O,(H)))nAnA”) and r> 1. Then 1 # 
(F,xh,Ah]<F’ ch. 
ProoJ: K, _a O,(H)K and A nAX # 1, so 1 #F. If [F, x”] = 1, then 
1 # C,(H), against (17.9). 
(17.12) A = VP. 
Proof: Ifnot,A#V,soby(17.7),r=2.OfcourseIVp:AI=2.SetL= 
(VP, v”“). By 17.11, 1 # fib n Z(L), SO L < Mgh nMghx < N(Lh). Thus 
[L, Lh] <L n Lh and T acts on LLh. Then L ag (T, L), so 
TnL E Syl,(L) and vE= VRn T=A. 
(17.13) Ifr > I, then m(V,)= 1. 
Proof. By 17.12, A” E b:(A), so by (6.4), [ vg,“, A] < Vp with 
m(A/C,(Vpdr)) = 1. Let R E Syl,(C($)) with C,(C(&) Q R. As M is 
irreducible on P there is an Mg conjugate B of Vf in R with 
[AnA”,B]#l. IT:TfIW’(=2 so as TESyl,(G), lR:TnR(<2, so if 
m(vlJ > 1 then BnT# 1. However, BnT<N(AnA”), so 
[A n A”, B n T] < A n AX n VR, = I. This is impossible as C,,(B n T) = 
C,(B)$AnA? 
(17.14) m(AnA”) > 1. 
Proof. Assume otherwise and let B = A n O,(H). [B, B”] <A T‘i A”, so 
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for u E B”, m(A/C,(u)) < 2 < m(@, 0. Thus [B”, A] < vp. AS AX E @T(,4), 
(6.4) supplies a contradiction. 
(17.15) r= 1. 
Proof: Assume r > 1. By (17.13), m(V,,) = 1. Let R E Syl,(C(A”)) with 
C,(C@)) <R. As M is irreducible on r, m( V,,) = 1, and (C(r) : C(V)1 is 
odd, R/C,(A) induces the full group of transvections with center VP on A. 
Hence as IR: TnRJ <2 and m(AnAX)> 1, [TnR,AnA”] # 1. But 
TnR <N(AnA”) so [TnR,A nAX] <A nAXn vB,= 1. 
Let R = C,( V,) n C( 0. There is an M-conjugate B of G in R which does 
not centralize Vn v”. By (1.5), m(B) > 1. As [B, V,,] = 1, B centralizes 
-wT, so m(B*) < 1. Thus 1 f c,(E) < N( v n v-x). Then 
[ vn V, C,(E)] < vn I/” n V, = 1. But vn v” 4 C,(B) = C,(C,(E)), a 
contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 17.2. 
18 
In this section assume the hypothesis of Section 17. In addition we will 
assume one of the following: 
HYPOTHESIS 18.1. m,(H) < 1 and M is strongly 3-embedded in G. 
HYPOTHESIS 18.2. m,(H) < 3, and m,(H n A4) < 1 for each odd prime p 
with m,(H) > 3. 
THEOREM 18.3. Assume N,(W,(T)) Gil4 for i = 0 or 1, but H $M. 
Then 
(1) If Hypothesis 18.1 holds with m(li;i, i?l > 2 then H has a 
composition factor Sz(2”), L,(2”), or L,(2”), n > 1 odd. 
(2) If Hypothesis 18.2 holds with m(@, 0 > i + 2 then H has a 
composition factor G(2”), n > 2, 3D4(2), 3D4(4), U,(4), U,(4), R;(4), or A,. 
Assume H is a minimal counter example to Theorem 18.3. Set E = 
(12,(Z(T))H) and H* = H/C,(E). Pick i = 0 or 1 so that NG( W,(T)) < M. 
From minimality of H, (5.4) and (5.12) in [5], and Theorem 7.2 we obtain 
the following three results: 
(18.4) NH(T)= (XnM} 
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(18.5) Assume Hypothesis 18.1 and set K = ker,(H) and 
L/K = F*(H/K). Then one of the following holds: 
(1) L/K z L,(q), q > 9 an odd prime power 
(2) L/K E L;(q), q > 3 a prime power, E = f 1, q z --E mod 3 E --E 
mod 4 
(3) H/K z PGL,(7). 
(18.6) Assume Hypothesis 18.2 and set K = ker,(H). Then H = {L, T) 
where L/K is a simple component of H/K and one of the following holds: 
(1) L/K z L,(4) or U,(4) 
(2) L/K E L,(2), L,(4), A, or Sp,(4), and some member ofN,(L) acts 
nontrivially on the Dynkin diagram of L/K 
(3) L/K z L,(q), q > 9 an odd prime power. 
(4) L/K % L;‘(p) or Q,(p), p > 3 a prime congruent to E mod 4. 
(5) L/K K L,(3). 
Actually to complete the proof of (18.5) we must eliminate the cases 
where L/K z LZ(22n) or U,(2*“). But here 3 E n(L n7M) by (18.4). Then as 
M is strong 3-embedded in G, L ,Fl A4 is strongly 3-embedded in L. This is 
not the case as (L n M)/K is a Bore1 group of L/K by (18.4). 
As C,(E) < C,(R,(Z(T)) < M, C,,(E) < ker,(H). Hence as 
N,(W,(o)<M there is A,EIi(T) with A,*# 1. Let A,,< VpnH=A. 
Without loss, A < T. 
(18.7) Let j = 2 in Hypothesis 18.1 and j = 3 in Hypothesis 18.2. Then 
A* @ 6Yj(H*, E) 
Proof: By (5.11) and (5.13) in [5], HE*-,, so (4.7) completes the 
proof. 
(18.8) A* is quadratic on E and [A, C,(B)] ( Vg, nE= V(A*) for each 
B <A with m(A/B) + m(VE/A) < m(&?, q. In particular, the pair H*, E 
satisfies Hypothesis 13.1 with I the collection of groups D* # 1, 
D= V”nH, hEG, m(v”/D)<i, V(D*)= VhnE, and i(H*,E)= 
m(g, Q-i- 1. 
Proof This follows from (18.7), (14.10), and the hypothesis on m(i@, 0 
in Theorem 18.3. 
(18.9) Hypothesis 18.2 holds. 
Proof If not Hypothesis 18.1 holds. Suppose A* = (a*) is of order 2. 
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Then by (l&8), (13.2), and (7.3), Use is a set of odd transpositions of (a*“). 
Now (18.5) and (7.11) supply a contradiction. 
So A* has order at least 4. Let K= ker,(H). By (13.3), IA* : 
C,.(K*)( < 2, so L* = O’(H*) = [L*, C,,(K*)] < C(K*) and K* = Z(L*). 
By (18.5) the multiplier of L/K is a 2-group, so K* = I. Now by (6.9) in [5] 
H* z PGL,(7) and an irreducible submodule U for H* on E is the sum of 
the natural module U, for L* and its dual U,. Moreover, 1 # [C,?(B), A] < 
Ujn G for some hyperplane B of A and j = 1 or 2. Then H = 
(cH(v$ n uj)5 N*(p)) < Mg, where P E Syl,(C,(G n Fj)), since M is 
strongly 3-embedded in G. As A 4 O,(H), this is impossible. 
During the rest of the proof adopt the notation of (18.6). As m,(H) < 3 
and LH = LT has order a power of 2, (2.8) in [5] implies 
(18.10) ILH1 < 2. 
(18.11) Z(H) = 1. 
Proof. C,(z) ,< M for each z E L?,(Z(T))#. 
(18.11) Assume A* = (a*) has order 2. Then D* = a*H is a set of odd 
transpositions of (D*) z S, , S, x S, , A, x A,, or O:(4). 
ProoJ: By (18.8), (13.2), and (7.3), D* is a set of odd transpositions, and 
these lemmas together with (18.6), (18.10), (7.5) and (7.11) imply that if 
(18.11) does not hold then L* z U,(4) or (D*)rA,. If L*z U,(4) and 
L* # (D”) then with (2.2) in [5], m,(H) > 3, while m,(HnM) > 1 by 
(18.4), a contradiction. So L* = (D*) z U,(4) or A,. Now A* a r*, so as 
C,(z) Q M but C,(z) 4 M8 for g E G - M and z E O,(Z(T))#, A = V. Now 
P is not normal in a Bore1 group of L*, against (18.4). 
(18.12) Assume A* has order at least 4. Then L* =A,, A* E SyI,(L”), 
and ILHj = 2. 
Proof: By (13.3), (A* : Ca,(K*)I < 2, so L* < (C,,(K*)H) < C(K*), so 
K” < Z((L*H)). 
Suppose A 4 N(L). Then by (6.3) in [5] and (18.6), (A*H) z O:(4) and E 
is the sum of natural modules. Let a E A -N(L) and B = (a, C,(E)). Then 
m(A/B) < 2 < m(#, r) - i, 
A &I WCC,(F)). 
so by (18.8), [A, C&z)] = F < q,. But 
So A <N(L). Choose notation so that [A, L*] # 1, set U= C,(C,(L*)) 
and ALa = AL/C,,(U), and choose notation so that Aa is of maximal order. 
Suppose Aa is of order 2. Then as A* has order at least 4, LH = {L 1, L2} 
and by maximality of Aa, Aj = C,(Lj*) is of index 2 in A and 
A* = AT X AZ z E,. But now Theorem 13.3 supplies a contradiction. 
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So Aa has order at least 4. Hence as Aa is quadratic on U, (18.6.1) or 
(18.6.2) hold (e.g., (6.6) and (14.13) in [5]). Suppose m(Aa) = 2. Then by 
(18.6), (18.8), (13.2), and (7.11), Lag L,(4) or U,(4) and Aa < La. Now if 
L g M then A* a r”, so by (18.7) and (18.8), qnEnZ(T)# 1 and 
hence A = I’. For h E L - M, p E 0*(V), so there is an M-conjugate B of 
c in C,(p) with [ Vn p, B] # 1. If La E L,(4) then P’n Vh = C,(L) a T, 
so [B, Vn V”] < Vn Vhn I’, = 1, a contradiction. So Lag U,(4) and 
m(B)> 4 by (7.13). Thus B, = B n O,(LB) # 1, while [B,, vf7 v”] = 1, 
impossible as C,(B,) = C,(B) $ Vn Vj’. So L is not normal in M. If 
L* E U,(4) then m,(H) > 3 and m,(HnM) > 1, a contradiction. So 
L*zL,(4). Let ~EH-N(L). If m(A*)=2 then by (18.8), (13.2), and 
(7.5) A* E Syl,(L*), so that (18.12) holds. Hence we may take m(A*) > 2. 
Then as A is quadratic on E, [C,(L), L”] = Lx centralizes 
[L El = [L C,(LX), El, . im p ossible as I$ n [L,E] # 1 # [A, L”]. 
So m(Aa) > 2. Hence L/K g U,(4), L,(4), Sp,(4), or A,. If L/K E U,(4) 
then as m(Aa) > 2, some member of A induces a graph antomorphism on 
L/K, against (6.5) in [5]. If L/K z L,(4) then by (6.5) in [S], no member of 
A induces a graph automorphism on L/K. 
It follows that in all cases A acts on a maximal parabolic X/K of L/K. Let 
Y = XN,(X), W = (Q,(Z(T>~>, and Y/3 = Y/C,( I+). We have shown 
Wi(T) < Y. 
m(Yp) < 2, so by (18.8), (13.2), and (7.5), T,(T) =ri(O,(Y))UTi(B)’ for 
some B = vh n Y and h E G. B I! W,(T) and T E Syl,(G), so B = p and 
we may take h E NJ W,(q). As NJ Wi(T)) GM, B = I’. But B is not 
normal in T, a contradiction. 
By (18.12), m(A*)< 2. Hence (18.8), (13.2), (7.5), and (7.11) imply that 
A _a Wi(7J. As T E Syl,(G) we conclude that A = Vg and we may choose 
gEN,(W,(T)). AsN,(Wi(T))<M, A= I’. But by (18.11) and (18.12), A* 
is not normal in r*, a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 18.3. 
19 
In this section assume the hypothesis of Section 15, let p be an odd prime, 
X a noncyclic psubgroup of exponent p such that 
(19.1) XnMg=lforgEG-Mwith VO<&P. 
(19.2) J(M) = {M} for each noncyclic subgroup Y of X. 
Let T E Syl,(M) and H = XT < M with F*(H) = O,(H). 
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THEOREM 19.3. Assume m(a, n > 2 and Fl,zcn(G) GM. Then either 
(1) ~d~oU-7) GM, or 
(2) ~,(Q,(Z(W,(T)N) GM 
Assume H is a minimal counter example to Theorem 19.3 and set 
Z = Lt,(Z(W,(T))). Notice V, n Z # 1. By minimality of H 
(19.4) H= Oz,,,zW)~ 
(19.5) P @ ~(C,(C,(T))). 
Proof: Let gEN(Z)-M. I# v,nZ, so I# P$nZ<C(V,) and 
hence V”,<C(V,,)<M by (7.1). So if pE n(C,(C,(T))) then 
1 # C,(vP, n Z) Q Xn Mg, and (19.1) supplies a contradiction. 
(19.6) Let A = V < T, K E 8;(H, T, A), K, = (AK, O,(H)), J= Nn(K& 
E = Q,(Z( W,(O,(K,))), and J* = J/C,(E). Then 
(1) The pair J*, E satisJies Hypothesis 13.1 with F = A*J, 
i(J*, E) = 1, and V(A*) = Vfj n E. 
(2) N.r(A*O,(J*)) = ~.,(A)*W~). 
(3) P @ WJ*(A*)). 
(4) (Xn J( = p. 
(5) [A, V]<An V. 
(6) H = E,W, T, ~,(W)T. 
(7) [C,(O,W)), A I< Vp and Z < C,(O,F)). 
Proof: Let C = C,(O,(K)). By (19.5) and (6.8), Z < C and 
1 # [C, A] <En C. Then A n O,(K) = C,(C) is a hyperplane of A, so as 
m(I@, q > 1, [A, C] < v;n C. So (1) and (7) hold. (l), (13.2), and (7.3) 
imply (2). Assertion (2) and (19.1) imply (3). Assertion (3) and (7.6) imply 
(4). P’< W,(O,(K)) < C(C) < Mg, so (5) holds. Let L = E,(H, T, F,(H))T. 
If L#H then by minimality of H, ]XnLJ = p. Then 
x= (xnmwWN with xnK=xnL_ax. By (19.4), 
l~o(T)v ~xWo(T))I < OzW), so X< J. This contradicts (4). 
HYPOTHESIS 19.7. E and F are normal elementary abelian 2-subgroups 
of H with F < E, H* = H/C,(E/F), H irreducible on E/F, (F, O’(H)] = 1, 
A = V < T with [O*(H*), A] # 1. Given B < A let E,/F = C,,,(B). 
(19.8) Assume Hypothesis 19.7. Then there exists B E F,(A) with 
Ib%,Bll > 2. 
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ProoJ: Assume otherwise and let BET,(A). As ][E,,B]]<2, 
m(A/C,(e)) < 2 < m(a, 0 for each e E (EJ? Therefore [A, EB] < Vp. 
Suppose E = E,. As [A, 02(Z-Z*)] # 1, [A,E] # 1. so En Vi # 1. Hence 
by (19.1), C,(E)= 1, and then as [X, P] = 1, X is faithful on E/F. Therefore 
B < C,(E/F) = O,(H). Then (Ax) C,(A/B) = K E 8; (ff, T, A) and X acts on 
(Ax, O,(H)), against (19.6). 
So IA* ] > 2. If [A, EB] = 1 for each B ET,(A) then A* E a,(H*, E/F), 
impossible as H is solvable. So VP, n E # 1 and A is quadratic on E. Hence 
there is D E r,(A) and Ep2 z Y < C,(D*) with AYYF = D* x Hf x HF, HT = 
(a:, UT) z D2p, aiEA, Yi,<Y, and [H,,E/F,H,...,]=l, i=l,2. Butnow 
B = D(a,) is a hyperplane of A centralizing U/F = [H,, E/F], so 
1 # [a,, U] < U n VP < C( Y2), a contradiction. 
Let F < I’ be maximal subject to F < H and [F, X] = 1. Let E/F be an H- 
chief factor of V/F. V By (19.6) and (19.8) 
(19.9) Let A = Vg < T with [A, E] 4F. Then [A, V] <A n V and there 
is BETi with IIEB,Bj) >2. 
(19.10) (1) V,, has order 2. 
(2) There is A = V < T with [A, E] 4 F. For each such A, g2 6? M. 
Proof. [X, E] 4 F, so by (19.6.6), there is A = VP < T with [A, E] 4 F. 
By (19.9) there is B E T,(A) with R = [E,, B] of order at least 4 and 
R <A n V. Now R <F < C(02(H)), so l-,,,(G) <M by (19.2). Let 
K E k?,(H, T, A) and k E K with (A, Ak) not a 2-group. Then AK E q*(A), 
so 1 A : C,(VBk) = 2 and Vp = [A, Gk]. Hence (14.11) completes the proof. 
(19.11) There is E,rl<Z with V,<Z4N,(Z), and gEN(Z)-A4 
with g2 E M. 
Proof. Choose Ai= T/B{< T and Ki E gI(H, T, Ai) such that 
m,((K, , X2)) > 1. This is possible by (19.6.6). Let k, E K, with 
L, = (Ai, A:‘) not a 2-group. Set Z, = C&J and Z, =Z, n C(L,). By 
(19.6) [C,(O,(K,)), Ai] < I$’ and Z < C,(O,(K,)). SO by (19.10.1), 
~Z:Z,~=2>/Z,:Z,J. 
Let g E N(Z) - M. As Xn (L,, L,) is noncyclic, r,,JG) < M. So as 
1 fmx,, Z,nZf = 1 by (19.1). Therefore m(Z) < 3, and we may 
assume m(Z) = 3. As r, Zo., (G) < M, C,(N(Z)) = 1. If N(Z) is irreducible 
on Z then N[Z] is transitive on Z, so that Zf > Z, for some g E N(Z) -M. 
Hence there exists E, z Z < Z with Z 4 N(Z). N&C,(T)) < M = C( V,,), SO if 
V, # C,(T) then O,(Aut,(Z)) = 1 and then C,(N(Z)) # 1, a contradiction. 
(19.12) (I”) is abelian. 
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Proof. Assume not and choose g E N(Z) -M with gz EM and set 
u= VP. W,(T) Q N(U), so as TE Syl,(M), U Q W,(T). Let 
W = Un O,(H). Claim 1 U : W I< 2. Suppose not and let K = C&?/F). As 
g* E M, U < K by (9.10). By minimality of ZZ, ]xn K] < p, so the remark is 
clear. 
Let hE H with [Z,Z”] # 1. Then W,,< W,(T) <iV(U) = C(G), so v”,< 
N( W*) Q C( I’$). Hence Z = V,, Vp < C( I’, 5”) = Zh, a contradiction. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 19.3, let F, = V,, E, = (I”), and 
gEN(Z)-MM. As E,zZ(lT and V,,<Z, [O,(H), E,l <Foe As 
Xn Mg = 1, X is faithful on El/F,. So O,(H) = C&El/F,). Let 
E,/F, E Irr(H, [X, E,/F,]). Then [O*(H), E,] 4 F, and by (19.6.6) there is 
A ET,,(T) with [O’(H),A, E,] 4 F,. Hence the triple E,, F,, A satisfies 
(9.7). However, if B E Z,(A) then [EB, B] < F, = V, of order 2, so (19.8) 
supplies a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 19.3. 
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